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Despite its significance in contemporary society, the nuances of conversation 
surrounding homosexuality are rarely civilly discussed in Christian circles, particularly 
without bias. It is typically definitively addressed or simply ignored. Considering that the 
person of Jesus taught primarily through stories, why is it so rare for art to thoughtfully 
consider both faith and the LGBTQ community? This thesis examines nine plays that 
emphasize both of these topics, as well as their purposes, similarities, and effects. One of 
the nine plays, Next Fall by Geoffrey Nauffts, is more comprehensively explored with the 
intent of production. Next, production documentation brings to life the creative process, 
rehearsal period, and production of Next Fall. Finally, the closing chapter provides insight 
into reflection, critique, and reception of the performance. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 
Exploring the Intersection of Homosexuality and Christianity 

 
 

Introduction 
 

In her book Inspired: Slaying Giants, Walking on Water, and Loving the Bible 

Again, Rachel Held Evans observes: 

While God indeed delivered a few sermons and entertained a couple of theological 
discussions, it is notable that according to the Gospels, when God was wrapped in 
flesh and walking among us, the single most occupying activity of the Creator of 
the universe, the Ultimate Reality, the Alpha and Omega and the great I AM of ages 
past and ages to come, was to tell stories.1 
 

From a Christian perspective, stories are Jesus’ primary way of teaching. As a Christian in 

theatre, Christ’s model advances my art past mere entertainment and into something much 

more transformative. For Christ and for me, stories are where Truth and culture converge. 

 There are few topics as contentious as that of homosexuality, both in religious 

circles and the broader culture. If the Christ-follower primarily learns about God, society, 

and oneself through narrative, why are stories about intersecting faith and sexuality 

examined so infrequently? It is a difficult topic to explore, but artists should not just interact 

with what is easy. 

Through the examination of nine plays, his thesis explores the intersection of 

homosexuality and Christianity in regards to how it is approached, displayed, and regarded 

within stories—specifically in the medium of theatre. 

                                                        
1 Rachel Held Evans, Inspired: Slaying Giants, Walking on Water, and Loving the Bible Again 

(Nashville: Nelson Books, 2018), 158. 
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Steve Turner, in his book Imagine: A Vision for Christians in the Arts, lists six 

things that art can accomplish: “The arts can sharpen the vision, quicken the intellect, 

preserve the memory, activate the conscience, enhance the understanding, and refresh the 

language.”2 These six things describe art’s purpose, but this thesis will also use them to 

examine the purpose of homosexuality and Christianity as presented in the nine plays. 

 
Sharpen the Vision 

“As iron sharpens iron, so one person sharpens another.”3 
 

In his chapter “The Times”, Turner asserts, “The ideas we end up disagreeing with 

can have the effect of making our faith more vital by forcing us to examine what we really 

believe.”4 Because homosexuality is such a polarizing topic, especially within Christian 

communities, audiences are often challenged with characters or ideas with which they may 

disagree. Even if some ideas presented are seemingly “at variance with” traditional 

Christian thought,” Turner assures there is still “wisdom to be gleaned.”5 

While the audience is contending with complex theology, oftentimes, so are the 

characters in the play. As play sharpens audience, so one character sharpens another. For 

example, in the play Embracing by Stan Denman, the central conflict is between two 

friends and their deep disagreement with one another on the topic of homosexuality. Their 

deep-seated beliefs trigger many arguments—explosive battles where slurs such as 

“faggot”, “fascist” and “go to hell” are the ammunition. Only when they begin peaceful 

conversation does their fury abate to examination. Ben—struggling with faith and recently 

                                                        
2 Steve Turner, Imagine: A Vision for Christians in the Arts, 2nd ed. (Downers Grove: InterVarsity 

Press, 2017), 78. 
 
3 Prov. 27:17 (NIV) 

4 Turner, 122. 

5 Ibid. 
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out of the closet—admits to Traci, “I prayed last night too. For the first time in, well, 

forever. It was a long sucker too. About this…and stuff…It felt good, ya know?”6 Traci, 

whose fundamentalist Christian faith is only so strong because it has never been 

challenged, admits to Ben, “I’m not sure of much these days…I’m just…I’m not certain 

anymore.”7 At the end of the play, they still disagree, but only after appreciating their 

differences and allowing their opposition to refine their own beliefs. While they do not 

fully reach reconciliation, Ben acknowledges that they may reach it one day in one of his 

final lines: “Hope. There’s hope.”8 

In Geoffrey Nauffts’ play Next Fall, Adam is confused by his boyfriend’s view that 

homosexuality is a sin. Adam teases Luke for his inane reasoning, but this mocking only 

serves to weaken their relationship and polarize their beliefs even more. One intentional 

conversation motivates Adam to deeply examine the origins of his vitriol toward faith: 

Adam closes his eyes…He sits there, open for something to happen. Nothing. He 
squeezes them tighter, desperately trying to feel the warmth, something. Still 
nothing. He gives it one last shot, his face softening this time, and there’s a peace 
that washes over him. A calm. Then, after what seems like an eternity, Adam opens 
his eyes again, and finds himself back where he started.9 
 

This examination prompts no immediate faith acquisition, nor does Adam ever fully 

endorse Luke’s beliefs—but Adam’s honest examination does refine his thinking. He 

begins by acknowledging his extreme struggle with “all the doubts, everything I’ve been 

                                                        
6 Stan Denman, Embracing (Manuscript, Waco, 2015), 82-3. 

7 Ibid., 92. 

8 Ibid., 97. 

9 Geoffrey Nauffts, Next Fall (New York: Dramatists Play Service, 2010), 54 [stage direction]. 
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questioning for the past five years” in his relationship with Luke. He concludes, “none of 

it meant anything all of a sudden. It was just us…Me and Luke…That’s all that mattered.”10 

One last example comes in Drew Pautz’s play Love the Sinner. In the opening 

scene, Anglican clergy gather at an African conference determining whether or not to 

affirm homosexuality within the church. There is a very clear delineation between those 

who want to “evolve, remain current”11 and those that firmly believe “it is wrong.”12 After 

a muddled assortment of quarrelling, listening, and ignoring one another, American 

clergyman Simon bemoans, “We’re not going to agree.” Another clergyman, Stephen 

entreats “But we’re still talking, don’t you see? We’re more than the sum of our parts 

because we aim to discover and emulate God’s way. In that alone we can be an example. 

We can be a model here on earth how human relations might be.”13 

These three plays are superb models of “how human relations might be,” especially 

as a person of faith approaching the topic of homosexuality. Someone’s differing, perhaps 

even opposite, opinion does not have to end in one side’s victory or loss. Art sharpens the 

vision, it does not decide it. By giving voice to characters who are forced to examine their 

beliefs on homosexuality, the playwrights are in turn forcing audiences to examine their 

own beliefs. The characters that consider the differing opinion, inspect it thoroughly, and 

allow transformation to exemplify a healthy relationship with challenging material—a 

relationship the audience is encouraged to emulate.  

 
 

                                                        
10 Ibid., 71. 

11 Drew Pautz, Love The Sinner (London: Nick Hern Books, 2010), 13. 

12 Ibid., 10. 

13 Ibid., 29. 
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Quicken the Intellect 
“But one who prophesies speaks to men for edification and exhortation and 

consolation…One who prophecies edifies the church.”14 
 

Ezekiel lay on his side for 430 days, ate a scroll, and cooked food over cow manure. 

Isaiah walked around naked and barefoot for three years. Jeremiah hid his unwashed 

underwear in a rock crevice. The Bible brims with prophets and their bizarre theatrical 

displays. While a camel’s hair tunic and a diet of locusts in the wilderness may not seem 

like artistic fodder, Turner suggests that artists today can still mimic some prophetic 

strategies. He contends, “Like the acts of the prophets, these works puzzle, provoke, and 

prompt questions.”15 

Certainly, these performative divinations were puzzling and provoking, but they 

also edified the Church. Ezekiel laying on his side was representative of him bearing the 

sins of Israel and Judah. Isaiah walked around naked to invoke God, so He would strip their 

enemies of power. Jeremiah’s revolting underwear was a symbol for Jerusalem’s ruinous 

pride. Underneath the provocative and confusing, prophets had purpose.  

The artist-prophet must constantly maintain this equilibrium: she is both a 

provocateur and an edifier; both a soother and an exhorter; both an interrogator and a 

consoler. With this dichotomy, the artist acts as a catalyst—one who quickens the 

audience’s intellectual discernment. As R.G. Collingwood concludes in his book The 

Principles of Art, “he tells his audience, at the risk of their displeasure, the secrets of their 

own hearts.”16 

                                                        
14 1 Cor. 14:3-4 (NASB) 

15 Turner, 97. 

16 R. G. Collingwood, The Principles of Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1938), 336. 
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Although the nine plays contain no mention of cow dung, each of them does act as 

prophecy—they require audiences to question, and therefore refine, their preconceived 

thoughts on homosexuality and the Church. Sarah Ruhl’s Passion Play puzzles audiences 

by following diverse groups of people as they navigate strange occurrences while 

performing Christ’s passion. Terrence McNally’s infamous Corpus Christi provokes 

audiences to re-examine Christ as a young, gay man in 1950s Corpus Christi, Texas. Jon 

Hartmere and Damon Intrabartolo’s pop opera Bare prompts many questions through the 

characters’ journeys of reconciliation of faith and sexuality. 

Oftentimes, the plays will have one specific character who symbolizes the work’s 

unified goal of prophecy. Both in Bare and in Matthew Lombardo’s High, the character of 

the prophet is represented by brazen, sharp-tongued, and aggressively devoted nuns, Sister 

Chantelle and Sister Connolly respectively. In Corpus Christi, the embodiment of 

prophecy is appropriately Jesus Christ himself—Joshua, as he is affectionately called in 

the script. 

One great example of a prophet character is Stephen in Love the Sinner. The goal 

of the clergy in the opening conference is to edify the church, but Stephen approaches this 

goal with the utmost compassion. He exhorts, “Everyone wants me to condemn. Do you 

think that will change anyone’s mind? Or his heart? We can only find agreement 

together.”17 He is prompting questions in the same way as Judas and Silas, who, “being 

prophets themselves, encouraged and strengthened the brethren.”18 

Near the end of the play, Joseph, a gay African immigrant, has made his home in 

the basement of a church. Daniel, one clergyman shares his concern, calling the 

                                                        
17 Pautz, 28. 

18 Acts 15:32 (NASB) 
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accommodation “a scandal.”19 Stephen begins his response by countering, “Why would 

this be a scandal?” He goes on to explain, “What’s scandalous is, this is what we’re 

supposed to do, in front of our eyes, man to man, and you don’t even want me to engage, 

to talk to him.”20 Stephen provokes preconceived assumptions and asks questions of 

Daniel, but in a way that instructs. Even though Daniel’s mind is not changed—he keeps 

encouraging Joseph to leave—his thought-process is challenged then refined. Stephen then 

turns his attention toward Joseph whom he encourages and consoles. 

Turner’s association of art and prophecy is easily observable, not only in thematic 

messages, but in specific characters. These characters puzzle, provoke, and prompt 

questions, but they also counsel, strengthen, and encourage other characters and thus the 

audience. The artist as a prophet quickens individuals’ intellect, refines their 

understanding, and edifies their thinking. And when the assembly of God is edified, so is 

the Church. 

 
Preserve the Memory 

“Do not be overcome with evil, but overcome evil with good.”21 
 
 Jazz musician Max Roach once said, “The artist is like a secretary…He keeps a 

record of time.”22 Art preserves memory of past culture, people, and ideas. Certainly, there 

are many ways to do so, so the question becomes: how should Christ-followers approach 

preservation through art? 

                                                        
19 Pautz, 102. 

20 Ibid., 103. 

21 Rom. 12:21 (NIV) 

22 Max Roach, quoted in Ted Gioia, The History of Jazz (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1997). 
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 Today, movies like Miracles from Heaven, Facing the Giants, and God’s Not 

Dead are extremely popular among evangelical Christians. As are Biblical retellings—

Noah, Moses, Jesus, and Paul all have recently received lots of artistic attention. These 

types of stories are can be uplifting, but they also seem to reinforce a world order of “how 

things should be” to their select audiences.  They are not typically representative of life. 

 While sin, suffering, and evil are unsavory, these aspects of life must be present 

in order to be truthful. In addition to capturing the entire spectrum of human life, Daniel 

Defoe suggests another reason sin should not be circumvented.  In the preface of his novel 

Moll Flanders he states, “To give the history of a wicked life repented of, necessarily 

requires that the wicked part should be made as wicked as the real history of it will bear, 

to illustrate and give beauty to the penitent part, which is certainly the best and the brightest, 

if related with equal spirit and life.”23 Both evil and good should be present so that the evil 

can be overcome by the good. 

 Even though the nine examined plays span thirty years, there are observable 

similarities among them as to how homosexuality and faith are preserved. Although one or 

many characters typically believe it is wicked, the playwrights never present 

homosexuality as the ultimate sin.  

 In Lilies by Michel Marc Bouchard, Bishop Bilodeau sees the evil in being gay, 

but does not see evil in the murder he has committed. Passion Play shows a German soldier 

condemning homosexuality, but his rebuke is subtly contrasted with his Nazi ideology. 

High seems to question the notion that homosexuality is something to be cured—

contrasting the actual treatment that is needed for drug-addiction, especially in religious 

                                                        
23 Daniel Defoe, Moll Flanders (London, 1722). 
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environments. In Corpus Christi, Joshua heals Phillip, not of his love of other men, but of 

AIDS, anger, and violence. In all these instances, initial rejection of homosexuality morphs 

into some sort of ambiguity or neutrality.  

 Because perception of homosexuality is polarizing amongst characters, it often 

forces them to sift out what is most important. In Next Fall, Adam recognizes how powerful 

his love for Luke is. Talking about their relationship, Adam realizes, “It was 

like…finally…I believed.”24 The character of Peter in Bare, recognizes that his love for 

Jason “was pure and nothing else brought [him] closer to God.”25 

 In all these plays, the author gives his own “history of wickedness” by identifying 

what is bad. Thus, homosexuality is presented as either the good that overcomes, or at the 

very least, a vague middle ground. By fully illustrating the wickedness, these playwrights 

truly “illuminate and give beauty to the penitent part.”26 These playwrights certainly aim 

to preserve the memory of beauty. 

 
Activate the Conscience 

“As you did it to one of the least of these my brothers, you did it to me.”27 
 
 In Terrence McNally’s Corpus Christi, Joshua sees Phillip for the first time and 

asks his disciples, “Who’s that?”28 They unanimously reject him answering, “He’s bad 

news” and calling him a “disease-ridden, filthy whore”, “dangerous”, and “sick”. 

                                                        
24 Nauffts, 71. 

25 Jon Hartmere and Damon Intrabartolo, Bare (New York: Theatrical Rights, 2009), 112. 

26 Defoe, Moll Flanders. 

27 Matt. 25:40 (ESV) 

28 Terrence McNally, Corpus Christi (New York: Grove Press, 1999), 53. 
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Defiantly, Joshua walks up to Phillip and remarks “I love you.”29 After the disciples see 

this act of love, Peter apologizes, “I’m sorry, Phillip, I wronged you. We all did.”30 Corpus 

Christi powerfully depicts Joshua as someone who knows the Pentateuchal law “You shall 

not harden your heart, nor close your hand from your poor brother.”31 Just like Joshua to 

his disciples, art can activate an audience’s conscience. 

 The great author and essayist Flannery O’Connor articulates, “Writers who see 

by the light of their Christian faith will have, in these times, the sharpest eyes for the 

grotesque, for the perverse, for the unacceptable.”32 Though talking specifically about her 

passion for writing, this should apply to all Christ-following artists. By examining and even 

depicting the grotesque, artists can inform audiences of their existence and illustrate how 

to engage them. 

 Of course, Jesus is the ultimate example of faithfully recognizing those who are 

oppressed, but there are more great examples in the eight other plays. In High, the abused 

and drug-addicted Cody has seen a life full of perversity. Father Delpapp recognizes this 

and insists on helping the boy. Early on Father recognizes, “He shouldn’t be punished for 

being worse off than the others. Sister. He has no one.”33 Even after Cody’s stubbornness, 

drug-addiction, and refusal to seek help cause turmoil within the church’s sobriety 

program, Father insists, “I won’t abandon him.”34 Despite her reservations and reluctance 

                                                        
29 Ibid., 53-4. 

30 Ibid., 56. 

31 Deut. 15:7 (NASV) 

32 Flannery O’Connor. Mystery and Manners (New York: Farrar, 1970). 

33 Matthew Lombardo, High (Manuscript, New York, 2011), 7. 

34 Ibid., 69. 
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to admit a drug addicted teen into her care, Sister Connolly prays for Cody, “This kid’s had 

one shitty life…None of this is his fault. From the day he was born he never had a chance. 

So why does he have to suffer like this?”35 

 Joseph’s circumstances in Love the Sinner are also unacceptable and grotesque. 

He comes from a very poor family and fears their reaction when he tells them his sexual 

orientation: “They will break my legs, they will whip me…When my family hear they will 

kill me.”36 Earlier in the play, Stephen acknowledges that “people do terrible things 

sometimes. We refuse to look one another in the eye.”37 Later, when faced with Joseph, 

Stephen tells him “I’m looking you in the eye, Joe. Tell me what you want.”38 

 Michael labels himself a Christian but does quite the opposite of Stephen. When 

Joseph begs him for help, Michael viciously responds “No. No this is sick, get out of my 

room…Get out!”39 

 When Jason goes to confession in Bare, he tells the Father about his love for 

Peter. The Priest initially deems homosexuality as perverse and unacceptable, emphatically 

rebuking Jason and encouraging him that “God will forgive.”40 Later, after Jason’s suicide, 

Peter approaches the Father and challenges him, “You hid behind a screen knowing how 

                                                        
35 Ibid., 59. 

36 Pautz, 48. 

37 Ibid., 95. 

38 Ibid., 115. 

39 Ibid., 48. 

40 Hartmere and Intrabartolo, 104. 
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much empathy might mean.”41 Peter suggests that the true perversity was how much Jason 

was suffering while the Church did nothing. 

 By attuning audiences to the perversity that exists in the world, these plays lead 

some viewers to redefine what perversion. Exploring immorality highlights both beneficial 

and harmful responses. When a character is aware of another character’s distress and hurt, 

this activates an audience’s awareness as well. The audience sees Joshua’s response to 

Phillip and recognizes it as holy. And, as expressed in Matthew’s gospel, in offering care 

for the least of these, one is also caring for Christ himself. 

 
Enhance the Understanding 

“The beginning of wisdom is this: get wisdom. Though it cost all you have, get 
understanding.”42 

 
 In Salvatore Antonio’s In Gabriel’s Kitchen, an Italian-American Catholic family 

is forced to acknowledge one son’s coming out. Before Gabriel’s official profession of 

sexuality, Concetta, the mother, prays for her son in a curiously specific way. She pleads 

with God:  

After all this devotion, there are certain things that I see, that I cannot accept…I 
pray for the strength—not to accept, no. Instead I pray for the strength not to see. 
Blindness…I pray hard for my son Gabriel: that all I see in him, is not as I 
understand to be.43 

 
Concetta, as with many other characters in these nine plays, seems very concerned with 

not knowing or ignoring. She doesn’t want to understand her son fully—she wants to ignore 

an important part about who he is.  

                                                        
41 Ibid., 112. 

42 Prov. 4:7 (NIV) 

43 Salvatore Antonio, In Gabriel’s Kitchen (Toronto: Playwright’s Canada Press, 2007), 55. 
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 Turner astutely observes, “Christians often ignore the pressing questions of the 

day. This could be because they fear that even to understand the issues in depth might 

weaken their faith.”44 Certainly, ignoring things is easy, but as Proverbs states, “Blessed 

are those who find wisdom, those who gain understanding.”45  

 While Concetta silently prays, her husband takes a more direct approach to 

ignoring Gabriel’s sexuality. He barks, “I am not going to acknowledge this. Ever. So find 

a way to get this out of you…This will never be spoken about again.”46 In Bare, Peter’s 

mother is another example of a parent ignoring rather than trying to understand. In a phone 

conversation with his mom about his sexuality, Claire insists on hanging up. Peter begs, 

“Please don’t shut me out here” but then realizes, “You don’t want to hear it. You don’t 

want to see me. Can’t bear to see me.”47 After this same phone call, Claire reveals, “I guess 

there are some things we don’t want to see.”48 In Embracing, even non-parent Traci 

acknowledges that “it was easier when I didn’t know.”49 

 In these instances, when obliviousness is sought over understanding, there are 

always repercussions. A contributing factor to Ben and Traci’s copious arguments in 

Embracing is her unwillingness to understand him. After their phone conversation in Bare, 

Peter and his mother do not talk again. In In Gabriel’s Kitchen, Gabriel feels so ignored by 

his family that he kills himself. Even after his suicide, Concetta cannot face her own 

                                                        
44 Turner, 127. 

45 Prov. 3:13 (NIV) 

46 Antonio, 83. 

47 Hartmere and Intrabartolo, 85. 

48 Ibid., 87. 

49 Denman, 35. 
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responsibility. Gabriel’s brother Marco accuses, “You are ignoring the biggest part. You 

leave out what we did. What WE did to him. You and Pa and me. It’s because of us that he 

went and—”50 

 In his letter to the Colossians, Paul says:  

My goal is that they might be encouraged in heart and united in love, so that they 
may have the full riches of complete understanding, in order that they may know 
the mystery of God, namely, Christ in whom are hidden all the treasures of 
wisdom and knowledge.51 

 
These plays force audiences to sit, listen, see, and understand—all of which unite people 

in love.  

 Some characters in these plays even arrive at acceptance. Only after Gabriel’s 

death does Marco start to enhance his understanding of his brother’s life. He tells Concetta, 

“All of a sudden I understood everything in a different way.”52 Though it literally cost him 

nearly all he had, Marco finally got understanding.  

 
Refresh the Language 

“Can you fathom the mysteries of God? Can you probe the limits of the Almighty?”53 
 

 “I have found the cross hard to translate into art because it has been done so many 

times. How do we look at it in another way?” Turner muses. “How do we make these 

familiar things (the cross, thorns, nails, blood) seem unfamiliar and the unfamiliar things 

(atonement, sacrifice) seem familiar?”54 Often audience members will enjoy a show, then 

                                                        
50 Antonio, 42. 

51 Col. 2:2-3 (NIV) 

52 Antonio, 99. 

53 Job 11:7 (NIV) 

54 Turner, 112. 
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immediately forget it. How can a show reveal more about who God is? How can a show 

take overdone imagery and revitalize it? 

 The supreme example of this is McNally’s Corpus Christi. Many lines are direct 

quotes from scripture, but because of the entirely unusual context of Jesus and his disciples 

as a group of gay men, McNally’s intent is that the words take on new meaning. For 

example, when God’s voice rings, “This is My beloved son in whom I take great 

delight”55—many audiences, both gay and straight alike, may have never thought about 

God delighting in a gay person. Audiences probably have a similar reaction when Joshua 

says pointedly, “We’re each special. We’re each ordinary. We’re each divine.”56 Joshua’s 

line “God loves us most when we love each other”57 may not be taken directly from 

scripture, but in the context of a group of gay men it has a different significance than it 

would normally. 

 In his introduction, McNally attempts to explain his reasoning for approaching 

such lofty and controversial subject matter. He begins by explaining, “A ritual is an action 

we perform over and over because we have to. Otherwise, we are in danger of forgetting 

the meaning of that ritual.” He then suggests Christ’s great sacrifice has become a ritual 

whose meaning many have forgotten. He concludes, “Christ died for all of our sins because 

He loved each and every one of us. When we do not remember His great sacrifice, we 

condemn ourselves to repeating its terrible consequences.”58 His goal is to refresh the 

Bible’s language, so the audience is not complacent about Christ’s magnificent sacrifice. 

                                                        
55 McNally, 31. 

56 Ibid., 50. 

57 Ibid., 61. 

58 Ibid., vii. 
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 Perhaps McNally could have pursued this ambition through less controversial 

subject matter. He even acknowledges in his script that this play may not resonate with 

everyone. In the last few lines, the Actor Playing Thaddeus recognizes, “Maybe other 

people have told His story better. Other actors. This was our way.”59 What is certain is that 

Terrence McNally took an unconventional approach to probing the limits of God. While 

many argue that his specific method was blasphemy, others argue that their faith has been 

renewed through McNally’s reimagining and revitalization of Christ’s narrative.  

 
Conclusion 

 
 To get a closer and more personal experience with the intersection of story, 

Christianity, and homosexuality, I directed the play Next Fall, one of the nine plays which 

I initially examined. The next chapters document my analysis, creative process, and the 

reception of the production. 

 

                                                        
59 Ibid., 81. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 
Next Fall Hodge Analysis 

 
 

Introduction 
 

 The Hodge Script Analysis is named after its creator Francis Hodge who was a 

former professor emeritus in The University of Texas at Austin Department of Theatre and 

Dance. This specific analysis is widely known and used in order for the director to 

thoughtfully and thoroughly examine the play being directed before beginning rehearsals. 

Comprehensive evaluation of the play allows for directors to more fully understand 

characters, themes, interpretations, and story in order to increase productivity during 

rehearsals and to preserve the integrity of the script. The collected information begins with 

specific, objective facts and ends to subjective interpretation based upon those facts. 

 
Given Circumstances 

 
 This section is an intentionally abbreviated outline of play’s pertinent information 

in order to curate the essential elements that make up the play.  

 
Environmental Facts 
 
 

Time.  The action takes place in the present, and in the five-year period leading up 

to it. Because of events mentioned (i.e. 9/11 and Whitney Houston referenced as alive) it 

can be deduced that the five-year action of the play takes place somewhere between roughly 

2005 and 2016. It probably takes place on the earlier side of that range because flip phones 

are used rather than blackberries or iPhones. The action in the present begins in the late 

afternoon/night and gets progressively later and later, ultimately spanning a 12-hour period. 
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The first two scenes of past action take place about a week apart, but then previous action 

starts jumping a year between each scene. Times range from morning to afternoon to night 

time. The season is subtly implied to be fall in each scene, as overtly verified by the title. 

Place.  All action takes place in Manhattan. The scenes in the present all happen at 

the Mount Sinai Beth Israel hospital on Manhattan’s lower east side. Five of these current 

scenes are in a waiting room—sterile, mint green, and sparse with fluorescent lights, 

scattered magazines and uncomfortable furniture. One is in Luke’s hospital room, and one 

is in the hospital’s small makeshift Jewish temple. Four of the flashback scenes happen in 

Luke and Adam’s small Manhattan apartment. The other flashback sequences take place 

on a rooftop, Adam’s first one-bedroom apartment, and in Central Park. 

Economics.  The characters are all white and therefore benefit from a certain degree 

of privilege. Money and class are never worried about or discussed too much. Brandon 

works for a prestigious property developer and makes a lot of money. Butch was broke 

when he and Arlene were married, but he divorced and married a wealthier woman and is 

now very well off. Luke starts as a cater waiter, then begins working at Holly’s candle 

shop—acting whenever he can on the side. Adam starts by working at the candle shop but 

ends up pursuing what he loves—teaching. Neither makes much money—their apartment 

they buy together is very tiny—but they are happy with what they do. Holly is a shop owner 

and does fairly well for herself. Arlene doesn’t mention her finances much, except that she 

lives in a condo and spends lots of money on her dog. 

Political.  Political views in this play are heavily influenced by religious affiliation. 

Butch, for example, follows the stereotype of a southern, traditional, conservative 

Christian—complete with racial slurs, hyper masculinity, and homophobia. Arlene grew 

up in the south with the same values but seems very separate from Butch in a lot of his 
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thinking. Specifics about politics are not mentioned for either of them, however. Adam is 

a strong democrat. He rants about health reform, is environmentally conscious, and 

obviously pro-gay rights. Luke is specifically named as a Republican, probably on account 

of being raised by Butch. Adam does sense some change in Luke, saying, “he’s pro-choice. 

He believes in stem cell research. I think he might even vote for a Democrat in the next 

election.”1 All of the characters are faced with the political and moral choice of pulling the 

plug on Luke. Adam is charged with trying to convince Luke’s conservative parents that 

pulling the plug is the right thing to do—assuming their political views disagree with mercy 

killing. When all the characters are forced to face reality, it becomes less political and much 

more personal, putting everyone’s pre-determined beliefs into question.  

Religious.  The main setting is in a Jewish hospital, which hints at the importance 

of religion in the world of the play. Again, Butch is a very traditionalist Christian—he 

doesn’t believe in evolution, discredits science, and tells Luke he can’t speak to his brother 

if he ever comes out as gay. Arlene acknowledges she’s had a rough past, but still calls 

herself a Christian. She says it brings comfort and familiarity to her in hard times. Being 

raised in this fundamentalist Christian environment, Luke carries a lot of these beliefs into 

his adult life. He is also a pretty strict fundamentalist—focused on the rapture, hell, and 

converting people. He believes homosexuality is a sin, but also believes God forgives if 

you have accepted Christ. That is how he differs from his parents—and why he is afraid to 

tell them that he’s dating Adam. Adam doesn’t believe in religion at all. He often makes 

fun of what Luke believes, calling those who believe it “freaks” and that he could use the 

Bible as toilet paper and “wake up with a clean ass and a clear conscience.”2 He is 

                                                        
1 Nauffts, 60. 

 
2 Ibid., 40. 
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outspoken against faith, but still has moments where he wants to believe or talks about his 

soul. Holly grew up Catholic but has drifted away from that. She participates with Adam 

in poking fun of Luke’s beliefs, but is less mean about it. She has moments where she 

compassionately listens to Luke and seems genuinely curious. Brandon clings to 

Christianity. He carries his Bible with him everywhere he goes. He is gay but believes it’s 

a sin. He believes one can be forgiven for isolated sexual encounters, but cannot pursue a 

loving relationship with another man—“the homosexual lifestyle” is what is unforgiveable. 

In the end, Luke and Adam’s relationship and their love transcends any differences they 

have in religion. 

Social.  Adam, Holly, Luke, and Brandon are all in their 30s/40s, so have a hard 

time meeting new friends and people. Holly’s anniversary party she throws is where Adam 

and Luke meet—the former as a partygoer, the latter as the cater-waiter. Other than chance 

meetings like that, these people’s friends are more or less established. Even the party, 

Adam notices, is not very exciting. Their social lives are no longer about hard partying. 

Adam goes to his high school reunion, which at this point in his adult life, is very important 

to him. He wants to impress his old peers with where he is in life. Luke and Adam don’t 

technically go on a traditional date before they hook up, another seemingly common social 

norm. In their group of friends, Luke does not talk about religion because it isn’t common 

among their social circle. 

 
Previous Action 
 

When Butch and Arlene got married, they were both broke. They both were pretty 

wild, but when Butch started to settle down into adulthood, Arlene wasn’t ready. They had 

Luke, but she continued getting involved with the wrong things and eventually ended up 

in jail for six months. When she was released, she struggled to insert herself back into 
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Luke’s life. She started to be a mom again, but soon fell back into the wrong crowd. She 

and Butch divorced, and she disappeared, getting involved in pot and pills for ten years 

before sobering up. Butch raised Luke on his own for a while, then remarried a woman 

named Lynn. Lynn’s wealth turned their life around and so did having another child, Ben. 

At some point in his childhood, Luke had a mystical experience in his dad’s car that informs 

and fuels his faith as he heads toward adulthood. Luke briefly attended law school but 

dropped out to pursue acting. Butch has always been unhappy with this decision. Luke was 

in a production of Huck Finn and it is this show that moved Butch and made him recognize 

acting could be a respectable profession. Adam went to school for writing but hasn’t done 

much with his degree. Holly started her own business, a candle shop, and hired Adam to 

work there. He works there for six years, and still does when the chronological action 

begins. Luke and Brandon are best friends. They are both gay and Christian. Luke was cast 

in Our Town with Brandon and it opens in a week when the play starts.  

 
Polar Attitudes 
 

The goal of this section is to identify the protagonist and antagonist of the story and 

then concisely establish the characters’ attitudes at the beginning of the play as compared 

to how they change by the end.  

 
Protagonist.  Adam is the protagonist of the play. The main action of the play 

centers on Adam’s efforts to overcome all of his own problems with God and religion and 

to start a life with Luke. Adam starts the play certain that faith is harmful, there is no God 

and he can’t love both Luke and all of his baggage. By the end of the play, Adam is no 

longer certain about these things—he realizes faith doesn’t have to be harmful, he is left 

questioning the existence of God, and has reconciled both loving Luke and his baggage. 
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Antagonist.  Luke is the antagonist of the play. Luke’s devotion to God provokes 

Adam’s problems with religion. Luke starts the play believing that his love for God and his 

love for men are incompatible, asking God to forgive him of his homosexual acts. By the 

end of the play, Luke realizes his love for Adam isn’t an act, but a relationship, and he is 

able to reconcile both of his two loves—he even chooses Adam as his priority. 

 
Significance of the Facts in the Total Meaning of the Play 
   

The setting of the Jewish hospital is significant in that it reflects the inescapable 

presence of religion in these characters lives. Because there are year jumps between scenes, 

it can be tracked that all action takes place during the same season—fall. The significance 

of fall, as referenced by the title, is further explained in section V. As the times in each 

scene get later, the content gets darker. 

 
Dialogue 

 
This section begins to specifically examine the words, phrases, language, and 

dialects of the playwright and the characters. It also identifies any important images from 

the play by isolating individual words and phrases. 

 
Words 
 
 

Family and Relationship.  hillbilly, stepmom, brother, single, Mama, dad, 

anniversary, cute, horny, teacher, friendship, son, babe, familiar, parents, sweetheart, gay. 

Religion and Spirituality.  God, angel, Jewish, Christ, soul, Jesus, Mezuzah, 

Republican, pastor, Sabbath, Christian, praying, afterlife, sin, ashrams, meditation, science, 

doubts, questioning, southern. 
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Words of Hope.  love, pluck, want, forgiveness, thankful, proud, heaven, plan, 

perfect, believe, living, fierce, cathartic. 

Words of Pain.  hospital, overwhelming, admitted, hell, burn, punishment, 

disappointment, afraid, uncomfortable, pain, unhappy, struggling, judgement, 

embarrassed, mocking, terrible, freak, worry, surgery, homophobic, coward, coma, fight. 

Words of Togetherness/Apartness.  sex, alone, leave, us, stranger, divorced, safe, 

home, warmth, peace, exclusive, compromises, issues, unrequited, connection, flock, 

argument. 

 
Phrases 
 
 

Family and Relationships.  biscuit sandwich, New York, high school reunion, 

family only, old friend, Lung Lady, not perfect. 

Religion and Spirituality. twinkling of an eye, the last trumpet, Jewish hospital, TV 

preacher, Son of God, died on the cross for all your sins, seven years, the right thing, 

praying after sex, sat shiva. 

Words of Hope.  he’s got fight in him, security blanket, look within, let yourself go, 

deserve to be, took my breath away, New Hope, I love you, I finally believed. 

Words of Pain.  fat soul, cater waiter, candle salesman, midlife crisis, they don’t 

know about you, epidural hematoma, something’s changed, crashing down, walk into the 

fire, never gonna change, worn out. 

Words of Togetherness/Apartness.  out of the loop, sex with men, for both of us, 

break away, there for you, he chose you, I don’t want to go, just us 
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Images 
 

The main image is that of a sterile, impersonal, fluorescent, depressing hospital. 

These scenes contrast the energy, life, and personality of the scenes in the past that range 

in location. Another important image that emerges from the text is the play Our Town. 

Stylistically and thematically, Next Fall is fairly similar, and it is talked about a lot in the 

text. This image represents a feeling of loss—that one has missed out on life while living 

it. It also represents the fact that Luke is acting for his parents—they believe him to be a 

different person than he really is, like a character in a play. One last image comes from the 

main two characters names. Adam invokes the Biblical Adam and the fall of man, while 

Luke invokes the Luke the apostle and doctor. Some other images that emerge from the 

text are the trumpets on the last day and everyone going to heaven, walking Holly home, 

Christian images like the Bible and the cross, and taking a pill.  

 
Dialect 
 

There are few dialects in this play, save Arlene and Butch. They are both from 

Tallahassee and have a slight southern accent—nothing too distracting or dramatic. The 

dialect is written in some places but inferred largely by their choice of southern 

colloquialisms and rhythm of speech. An example of Arlene’s speech is “You must think 

I’m some kind of hillbilly twankin’ my banjo down there in the boonies somewhere.”3 An 

example of Butch’s speech is “Yakkin’ the whole time, buggin’ everyone…and I say…‘If 

you don’t start paying attention, I’m gonna bop you one.’”4 

 
 
 
 
                                                        

3 Ibid., 12. 
 

4 Ibid., 50. 
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Sound of the Dialogue 
 

The sound of the dialogue alternates between two different consistencies. The 

scenes in the present action take on a slower, more reserved sound. Characters are not as 

loud because they are in a quiet and public place, and the somber mood informs the volume 

and speed of their lines. Some of the characters are meeting for the first time in the present 

action, which creates lots of silences and pauses. The scenes in the past are generally 

nimbler, lighter, and louder. The dialogue is very quick witted, lending itself to a faster and 

cheery pace. The pauses used in past scenes are used for comedic effect, while the ones in 

the present scenes are used to create a more melancholy and reflective mood. The sound of 

the dialogue often follows traditional climactic structure, using increased volume and speed 

to reach a climax. Often these steady increases occur through a few scenes, despite them 

being in different time periods.  

 
Structure of Lines and Speeches 
 

Lines throughout are generally short and quick, allowing dialogue to move swiftly. 

There are no irregular speech patterns. Adam has one short, frequently interrupted speech, 

but the only other speech belongs to Arlene. Even between the two alternate timelines, 

there is one climax in the present action, with a secondary climax as a part of the falling 

action. The main climax’s lines become even shorter and quicker. The secondary climax 

happens in one of the longest French scenes of the play. 

 
Dramatic Action 

 
The play’s one main dramatic action through both the past and present scenes 

revolves around Adam trying to start a life with Luke that isn’t inhibited by his past—

Luke’s religion, relationship with his parents, and fear and reluctance to be himself.  
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French Scenes 
 

A French Scene is a scene in which the beginning and end is marked by a change 

in the presence of onstage characters. There are approximately 53 French Scenes. Many 

times, the scene begins with characters speaking from offstage; I do not count their 

subsequent entrance as a new French Scene.  

 
Character 

 
This section examines five aspects of each primary character of the play. First, the 

polar attitudes are explored. The protagonist and antagonist’s polar attitudes are restated 

while the other primary characters are examined for the first time. Second, desires and 

climaxes investigate what a character wants as well as their emotional journey. Willpower 

and moral stance measure the character’s relative strength for gaining his or her desire and 

also examines values and moral code. Fourth, decorum and mood intensity begin to 

describe physicality, how the character behaves, and general mood. Finally, a summary-

list of adjectives is given as a point of quick reference for each character. 

 
Adam 
 
 

Function and Polar Attitudes.  Adam is the protagonist of the play. The main action 

of the play centers on Adam’s efforts to overcome all of his own problems with God and 

religion and to start a life with Luke. Adam starts the play certain that faith is harmful, 

there is no God and he can’t love both Luke and all of his baggage. By the end of the play, 

Adam is no longer certain about these things—he realizes faith doesn’t have to be harmful, 

he is left questioning the existence of God, and has reconciled both loving Luke and his 

baggage. 
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Desire and Climaxes.  Overall, Adam wants to start a life with Luke. More 

specifically, Adam desires for Luke to love him more than he loves God (or alternatively, 

Luke’s perception of God/his faith). When he initially meets Luke and as their relationship 

progresses, he is in love and simply wants to keep being loved by Luke. Scene 4 is where 

Adam begins to sense how God is getting in the way of his and Luke’s relationship, and 

this feeling only intensifies as the relationship proceeds. Initially, Adam’s hurt manifests 

itself through sarcasm and mockery, sometimes going too far in making fun of Luke’s 

religion. Even though Adam still doesn’t understand Luke’s attachment to his faith, 

especially his refusal to tell his parents, he begins to respect Luke’s wishes and hides their 

relationship from Butch in Act 2 scene 2. As Adam’s love for Luke grows stronger, he 

even tries (unsuccessfully) to meet him where he’s at and experience God. Adam finally 

expresses his hurt in an incredibly vulnerable moment but realizes that things are not going 

to change. Adam breaks up with Luke. Throughout the present action, even though Luke 

isn’t conscious, Adam still feels the hurt of Luke’s choice. He often hints at his and Luke’s 

relationship to Luke’s parents, hoping that revealing this secret is Luke’s final step in 

choosing between him and his faith. His fears are assuaged when he discovers their 

relationship is not dependent on this choice—they can find the divine together through 

their love. Sadly, he realizes this too late. 

Willpower and Moral Stance.  Adam has a strong will, especially when people don’t 

see things his way. The best example of this is Luke and his faith. Adam doesn’t believe 

the same thing and takes every opportunity to bully Luke and try to coax others to see his 

way. Love softens Adam’s resolve and he begins to listen and be present with Luke. His 

break up with Luke takes lots of willpower, but it is primarily because of hurt, not because 

of his need to be right. In the present-day scenes, now that Luke isn’t there to soften him, 
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Adam reverts back to his aggression and sarcasm when he encounters conflict. His moment 

at the end with Luke hopefully begins to permanently heal Adam’s haughtiness. 

Decorum and Mood Intensity.  Adam is 45 years old. He is average height and 

build. He is aging well, but he is still very aware to the fact he is aging. He does not like to 

be wrong and copes with conflict through sarcasm, malice, and biting retorts. He wants 

people to take his side and does not back down until others see his way. His style of conflict 

is subdued but calculated, always finding a person’s weakest part and attacking it. Even 

when not attacked, his way to bond is through light insults and witty jabs. He never gets 

physical. Adam’s world centers around being right until Luke shows up and takes that 

place.  

Summary List of Adjectives.  Smart, frank, driven, high-strung, know-it-all, 

sarcastic, haughty, bold, argumentative, quick-witted 

 
Luke 
 
 

Function and Polar Attitudes.  Luke is the antagonist of the play. Luke’s devotion 

to God provokes Adam’s problems with religion. Luke starts the play believing that his 

love for God and his love for men are incompatible, asking God to forgive him of his 

homosexual acts. By the end of the play, Luke realizes his love for Adam isn’t an act, but 

a relationship, and he is able to reconcile both of his two loves—he even chooses Adam as 

his priority. 

Desire and Climaxes.  Luke desires love. He finds it both in Adam and he finds it 

in God. He doesn’t believe those two loves to be compatible and spends the course of the 

play trying to retain both. He also wants his parents to keep loving him which is why he 

doesn’t want to tell them his secret. He starts by simply keeping quiet. From Adam Luke 
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hides his religion, knowing that it will affect their relationship. From his parents Luke hides 

his relationship, knowing they will not approve. Luke eventually gets bolder with his faith, 

bringing it up more and more with Adam, thinking that his conversion might mean the two 

loves could be more compatible. Luke turns to praying after sex, trying desperately to hold 

onto both his loves. Perhaps, in his final moments, Luke realizes his two loves don’t have 

to be in conflict—that God is love and can be found through him and Adam’s relationship. 

Willpower and Moral Stance.  Luke’s strong moral character is different from his 

weaker willpower. The world is very black and white for Luke. He is never forced to 

examine other points of view or been challenged in his faith. Because of this, he doesn’t 

often have to use willpower in any situation—the answer is simply pre-programmed into 

him from years of conservative Christian upbringing. The one big example of a weak will 

is Luke’s refusal to tell his parents about his sexuality, no matter how many times he says 

he will. 

Decorum and Mood Intensity.  Luke is thirty years old. He is average height and 

probably pretty muscular with a lot of charm and confidence. He is younger than Adam, 

and definitely looks like it. He deals with conflict by walking away from it. When people 

(specifically Adam) attacks his faith, he may start by trying to reason, but usually wants to 

drop the subject and avoid conflict at all cost. He is often kind and friendly, but it seems 

more of a neutral goodness rather than a noticeable and active one. He can also be rather 

weak and wishy-washy. 

Summary List of Adjectives.  sexy, simple, kind, weak, scared, resolute, easygoing, 

seductive, persistent, sneaky, charming, confident 
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Arlene 
 
 

Function and Polar Attitudes.  Arlene is a secondary antagonist in the play. She 

starts the play avoiding vulnerability and very self-focused. By the end of the play, she 

becomes vulnerable and starts focusing her attention on others—she even acknowledges 

Adam and Luke’s relationship with an unselfish grace and tenderness. 

Desire and Climaxes.  Arlene wants love, but she is terrified to open herself up to 

people, afraid she will hurt them. That’s why she frequently puts on “the Arlene Show”5—

this type of attention is the closest she gets to love without opening herself up to people. 

Distance, putting on a mask, and drugs are her way of separating herself from those that 

she loves, hoping if she’s far enough away, she can’t hurt them. Her wakeup call is when 

Butch discovers her pills. She then realizes she can’t continue her charade—she turns to 

God for comfort and familiarity. One of the biggest moments for her is her incredible 

vulnerability in her monologue to Adam, followed by her gentle and loving response to 

Adam and Luke’s relationship. She realizes in Luke’s last moments and through the 

analogy of Our Town that she ran away from Luke’s love when she still had the chance to 

pursue it. She is resolved to not make that mistake again with the people still in her life. 

Willpower and Moral Stance.  Arlene has a weak willpower. This is illustrated by 

her incredible difficulty with staying away from drugs. This addiction stems from her want 

to love, but her weak will doesn’t want to let anybody in. Once she realizes she is helpless 

and admits her frail willpower, she is able to pursue to a stronger morality. She purposefully 

tries to undo the pain she’s caused by distancing and even turns to God. 

                                                        
5 Ibid., 27. 
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Decorum and Mood Intensity.  Arlene is a 50-year-old Southern charmer. She talks 

virtually incessantly. This makes her appear confident and commanding, when in reality 

she talks to prevent vulnerability. Anything remotely close to personal, she spins into a 

joke or changes the subject to something lighter. Only at the end do we get a glimpse of 

the “real Arlene” through her vulnerability.  

Summary List of Adjectives.  Southern, talkative, heightened, lively, scared, 

nurturing, anxious, performative, shallow, vulnerable 

 
Holly 
 
 

Function and Polar Attitudes.  Holly is a secondary antagonist. She starts the play 

unwilling to entertain the idea of God, joining Adam in making fun of Luke’s religion. By 

the end of the play, she is willing to explore ideologies that are different from hers.  

Desire and Climaxes.  She wants to make peace, both within herself, and also 

between others. She often acts as the peacemaker, mediating between two sides in an 

argument, or calming people down so they can rationally think. She is also seeking this 

same peace within herself. She goes to meditations, chanting groups, yoga, and similar 

activities to try to find inner peace. She thinks she’s found that security until Luke comes 

along and his faith prompts new questions. In Act 1 Scene 5, she joins Adam in poking fun 

of Luke’s religion, but at the same time really listens to his beliefs. Once Luke is in the 

hospital, she thinks about his faith a lot more—what she thought was certain becomes 

confusing. Ultimately, she looks to the Bible for comfort and inner peace. The audience 

doesn’t see the end of her journey, but rather the start of her longing for inner peace. 

Willpower and Moral Stance.  Holly has great willpower. She is very open to 

change and beliefs that are different from her own. She is rather secure in who she is and 
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not afraid of change. Her strong will allows her to constantly revisit and reconstruct her 

morals. She tries so many different spiritual practices, in search for the one that most 

resonates with her.  

Decorum and Mood Intensity.  Holly is 35. She is very laid back and one might 

describe her as bohemian. She has a relaxing presence and is very comfortable in her own 

skin. She tries her best to see things from other people’s perspectives and is the one to 

mediate arguments and make peace between others. She rarely gets into arguments herself, 

for she is a very calm and centered person.  

Summary List of Adjectives.  laid back, easygoing, centered, thoughtful, bohemian, 

peacemaker, confident, curious 

 
Butch 
 
 

Function and Polar Attitudes.  Butch is a secondary antagonist. He starts the play 

refusing to accept that fact that his son is gay by actively ignoring the topic whenever it 

comes up. At the end of the play, he finally acknowledges his son’s sexuality and even 

accepts it, even if the acceptance is passive. 

Desire and Climaxes.  Butch wants to be in control. This manifests itself by wanting 

to be in charge and right, always getting in the final word and being very stubborn. He is 

given ample evidence that his son is gay, but when Luke finally works up the courage to 

tell his father, Butch purposefully shuts down the conversation. In his mind, being gay is 

wrong, and his son cannot be wrong, so he controls the situation by ignoring it. At the 

hospital, Butch professes he doesn’t know who Adam is. If he acknowledges who and what 

Adam is, he is, by proxy, admitting what his son is as well. He forcefully continues this 

charade, trying everything to keep Adam away from Luke. Things get especially heated in 
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Act 2 scene 6 where the two have a big argument, a desperate clawing for control. His big 

release of control comes after Luke dies. He finally admits to knowing Adam—who and 

what he is—thus relinquishing control over his skewed vision of who his son is. This 

surrendering of power continues when he humbly chooses to leave Adam alone with Luke, 

something he’d been incessantly trying to prevent. 

Willpower and Moral Stance.  Butch’s willpower is similar to Luke’s, largely 

because he raised him. Butch’s strong moral character is different from his weak willpower. 

The world is very black and white for Butch. He is never forced to examine other points of 

view or been challenged in his faith. Because of this, he doesn’t often have to use willpower 

in any situation— the answer is simply pre-programmed from his conservative Christian 

background. His stoic nature can read as strong will, but it’s just his simple and affective 

tactic to avoid thoughtful examination of things outside his comfort zone. 

Decorum and Mood Intensity.  Butch is 55 and falls prey to hyper masculinity. He 

stays stoic and strong-willed, all so he can appear to be the most powerful person in the 

room. He rarely smiles and moves with an imposing stiffness. He tries to prove his 

manliness by talking infrequently, arguing quickly, and being vulnerable rarely.  

Summary List of Adjectives.  stoic, intimidating, reserved, argumentative, 

conservative, bullying, strict, hyper masculine 

 
Brandon      
 
 

Function and Polar Attitudes.  Brandon is a secondary antagonist. He starts the play 

in strict adherence to the Bible as a list of rules, putting his legalism first and people second. 

By the end of the play, he no longer clings to his strict interpretation and begins to love 

people first before anything else. 
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Desire and Climaxes.  Brandon ultimately wants to get into heaven, and this is to 

be accomplished by being the best and most blameless Christian. Luke and Brandon start 

as best friends, but when Luke’s beliefs on homosexuality shift, Brandon ceases their 

friendship. He is afraid that a friendship with a “sinner” is wrong and thwarts his desire to 

be the best Christian. His list of rules is more important to him than Luke. Only when Luke 

is hospitalized does Brandon begin to reexamine what is important. Luke and Adam’s love 

for one another seems to affect him—he says he will keep watch while Luke and Adam 

spend time together. Rather than a long list of rules, it seems his desire to be blameless 

starts to focus on the greatest commandment—to love one another. 

Willpower and Moral Stance.  Brandon doesn’t have a strong willpower. Rather 

than confront and be changed by different beliefs, he shuts down and refuses to even 

acknowledge them. His moral stance seems strong, but only because he refuses to be 

challenged.  

Decorum and Mood Intensity.  Brandon is a very successful 30-year-old 

businessman. He is fairly kind, but it seems like his kindness comes from being told a 

Christian has to be kind, rather than from a true place. Despite his success, there seems to 

be an unhappiness about him. He doesn’t like to argue and stays rather subdued.  

Summary List of Adjectives.  Strict, unhappy, struggling, put-together, reserved, 

conservative, nice. 

 
Idea 

 
 This section explores more interpretative and creative aspects of the script. The 

meaning of the title is expounded upon, the play’s philosophical statements are hinted at 

through quotes from the text, the idea of the play is identified in one word, the mood and 
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tempo are explored throughout the play, and the tone section attempts to summarize the 

entire play’s nature in one sentence. 

 
Meaning of the Title 

“Next Fall” has a few meanings. Literally, it represents when Luke will come out 

of the closet to his parents. He says to Adam, “I will. I promise. Next fall. When Ben’s in 

college.”6 Sequentially, the scenes take place exactly one year apart, meaning every scene 

takes place the next fall of the previous one. “Next Fall” becomes a sort of a symbol of 

hope and fear for them both. This waiting is paralleled by Luke’s waiting for the Rapture, 

which is also anticipated with hope and fear. It is also no coincidence that the main 

character’s name is Adam which intentionally parallels the Adam of the Bible. Many 

fundamentalist Christians see homosexuality as the ultimate, unforgiveable sin. 

Normalizing gay relationships is a near apocalyptic event for them. In their eyes, the first 

Fall has already happened, but this Adam is at the forefront of the next one. Also, because 

Luke prays for forgiveness after sleeping with Adam, every time Luke has sex is his next 

fall. 

 
Philosophical statements 
 

• “He’s a good man, but he’s not perfect.”7 

• “The whole thing is so confusing, all of the sudden.”8 

                                                        
6 Ibid., 45. 

 
7 Ibid., 57. 

 
8 Ibid., 42. 
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•  “She wonders if anyone ever realizes how wonderful life is. How precious. Even 

as they’re living it.”9 

•  “Loving is too much of a sin?”10 

 
Idea of the play 
 

The main idea of this play is “acceptance”. Every character yearns to be accepted 

for who they truly are. In other words, they want to be fully seen and fully loved. The 

characters yearn to be accepted, but at the same time have a hard time accepting aspects of 

others or themselves. Luke constantly puts off telling his parents because he is terrified 

they will not accept him. He is also struggling to accept his relationship with Luke as it 

interacts with his relationship with God. He learns to accept the idea that each time he has 

sex it’s not a fall. He no longer needs to anticipate the next one because he accepts that his 

two loves are compatible. Both Adam and Holly learns to accept Luke’s ideology. But 

Adam also struggles to acknowledge and accept his own issues he has with faith—not 

accepting these things keep him and Luke apart. Arlene and Butch both learn to accept 

their gay son, each in their different ways. Brandon learns acceptance both of Adam and 

Luke’s relationship, but he also struggles with accepting his own sexuality.  

 
Mood 
 

In general, the first act tends to be more playful and cheery while the second act 

more reflective and distressed. The scene breakdown is as follows: 

1.1 Cheerful 

1.2 Flirtatious 

                                                        
9 Ibid., 69. 
 
10 Ibid., 62. 
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1.3 Strained 

1.4 Cautious 

1.5 Biting 

1.6 Jabbing 

2.1 Contemplative 

2.2 Exciting 

2.3 Fearful 

2.4 Reverent 

2.5 Fidgety 

2.6 Confrontational 

2.7 Bouncy 

2.8 Shock 

 
Tempo 
 

In general, the first act is much more upbeat and of a faster tempo. The second act 

stays at a slower/moderate tempo for the most part, save the climax and its build up.  

 
Tone 
 

Next Fall is an exploration of one couple’s individual struggles to find acceptance, 

finally to realize that acceptance comes by uniting with one another in love. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Next Fall Production Documentation 
 

 
Project Description 

 
This directing project was in fulfilment of the Advanced Directing class at Baylor 

University. The Capstone project required us to choose virtually any play we wanted to 

direct that could be cut down to an hour. The rehearsal process was about four weeks, with 

an hour and half rehearsals each day. I blocked, organized and led all the rehearsals, with 

only two attended by my faculty advisor for notes on progress.  

Our final three rehearsals were technical rehearsals—two days of cue-to-cue and 

one full run. I had a stage manager to help during rehearsals, a lighting and sound designer, 

two board operators, and a four-person run crew. We were allowed one week of two-hour 

rehearsals, leading up to and including tech rehearsals. I had no budget at all for this project, 

only access to select costumes, props, and set pieces already in Baylor Theatre’s stock.  

 The rest of this chapter archives the documentation detailing the production 

elements of Next Fall. Included is a rehearsal calendar, technical paperwork, the cut 

script with blocking notes, concept, design, and research images, one example of the 

rehearsal reports distributed daily, acting notes, and production photos. The subsequent 

documentation illustrates my creative process as well as the rehearsal period and final 

production. 
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Production Documentation 

 
 

SEP2018  

NEXT FALL REHEARSAL CALENDAR  
SUN  MON  TUE  WED  THU  FRI  SAT  

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
        4:15—5:45p  —  10:30a—

12p  

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
10:30p—12a  10:30p—12a  4—5:30p  10:30p—12a  4—5:30p  —  11a—

12:30p  

30 
      

7p-8:30p       

            

OCT2018  

 01 02 03 04 05 06 
  5:30—7p  4—5:30p  10:30p—12a  4—5:30p   —  8—10p  

07 08 09 10 11 12 13 
5:30—7:30p  5:30—7:30p  10:30p—12a  10:30p—12a  10:30p—12a  10:30p—12a  10:30a—

12:30p  

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
9—11p  10:30p—12:30a  10:30p—12:30a  6pm SHOW!        
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NEXT FALL WORKING SET PIECE LIST 
Label  Item  #  Reh.  Real  Notes  
Act 1, Scene 1, 3, 6; Act 2, Scene 1, 8: Waiting Room  

  Waiting chairs  10  Y  Y    
  Side tables  3  Y  Y    
  table  1    Y    
  Coat rack  1    Y    
  Cushioned bench  1    Y    

Act 1, Scene 2: Rooftop  

  Bench  1  Y  Y    
Act 1, Scene 4: Adam’s Apartment  

  Kitchen Chairs  2  Y  Y    
  Kitchen table  1  Y  Y    
  Shelf/counter  1    Y    
  CD player/stereo system  1    Y    

Act 1, Scene 5; Act 2, Scene 2, 3, 7: New Apartment  

  Couch  1  Y  Y    
  Lounge chair  1  Y  Y    
  Coffee table  1  Y  Y    
  Counter and stereo  1    Y    

Act 2, Scene 4: Temple  

  Bench  1  Y  Y    
Act 2, Scene 5: Central Park  

Act 2, Scene 6: Hospital Room  

  Gurney  1  Y  Y    
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NEXT FALL ADAM COSTUME TRACKING CHART 
Item Reh. Real Notes 

Act 1, Scene 1: Chilly casual 
Periwinkle sweater  Y  
Trousers  Y  
Tennis shoes  Y  
Coat  Y  
Act 1, Scene 2: PARTAY 
Party shirt  Y Base is CHILLY CASUAL, shirt will be 

under sweater in Scene 1 
Act 1, Scene 3: Casual 
Base: Chilly Casual  Y Put on PERIWINKLE SWEATER, no 

COAT 
Act 1, Scene 4: The morning after 
sweats  Y Put on over pants, base is CHILLY 

CASUAL, take off PERIWINKLE 
SWEATER and PARTY SHIRT, take off 
TENNIS SHOES 

t-shirt  Y Will be under PARTY SHIRT 
Act 1, Scene 5: Button Down 
Button Down shirt  Y Take off SWEATS, put on BUTTON 

DOWN, put on TENNIS SHOES 
Act 1, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y Put on PERIWINKLE SWEATER 
Act 2, Scene 1 
Act 2, Scene 2: Button Down 
Base: Button Down  Y Take off PERIWINKLE SWEATER 
Act 2, Scene 3: The morning after 
Base: The morning after  Y Put on SWEATS, take off TENNIS SHOES, 

take off PERWIWINKLE SWEATER, take 
off BUTTON DOWN 

Act 2, Scene 4: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y Take off SWEATS, put on BUTTON 

DOWN 2, put on PERIWINKLE 
SWEATER, put on TENNIS SHOES 

Act 2, Scene 5: New Shirt 
Button Down 2  Y take off PERIWINKLE SWEATER 
Act 2, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y put on PERIWINKLE SWEATER 
Act 2, Scene 7: PARTAY 
Base: Partay  Y Take off PERIWINKLE SWEATER and 

preset, Take off BUTTON DOWN 2 
Act 2, Scene 8: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y Should be in PERIWINKLE SWEATER 

 
 

NEXT FALL LUKE COSTUME TRACKING CHART 
Item Reh. Real Notes 

Act 1, Scene 1 
Act 1, Scene 2: A waiter 
Dress pants  Y  
White button up  Y  
Nice shoes  Y  
Act 1, Scene 3 
Act 1, Scene 4: The morning after 
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Boxers  Y Take off DRESS PANTS, take off WHITE 
BUTTON UP, take off BLACK APRON, take off 
NICE SHOES, boxers will be on underneath 
DRESS PANTS 

t-shirt  Y Will be underneath WHITE BUTTON UP 
Act 1, Scene 5: Casual 
jeans  Y Put on JEANS, put on SWEATER, put on 

TENNIS SHOES 
sweater  Y  
Tennis shoes  Y   
Act 1, Scene 6 
Act 2, Scene 1 
Act 2, Scene 2: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y   
Act 2, Scene 3: JAMMIES (morning after?) 
Long pajama pants  Y  Take off TENNIS SHOES, take off SWEATER, 

put on T-SHIRT, TAKE OFF JEANS 
Act 2, Scene 4 
Act 2, Scene 5 
Act 2, Scene 6: Hospital Gown 
Hospital gown  Y  Will have BOXERS on underneath, take off 

LONG PAJAMA PANTS, put on HOSPITAL 
GOWN 

Act 2, Scene 7: Chilly casual 
Base: Casual  Y Take off HOSPITAL GOWN, put on JEANS, put 

on SWEATER, put on TENNIS SHOES 
Act 2, Scene 8 

 
 

NEXT FALL ARLENE COSTUME TRACKING CHART 
Item Reh. Real Notes 

Act 1, Scene 1: Chilly casual 
blouse  Y  
jeans  Y  
boots  Y  
Coat  Y Will be put on coat rack 
Act 1, Scene 2 
Act 1, Scene 3 
Act 1, Scene 4 
Act 1, Scene 5 
Act 1, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Chilly casual  Y No coat 
Act 2, Scene 1 
Act 2, Scene 2 
Act 2, Scene 3 
Act 2, Scene 4: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  
Act 2, Scene 5 
Act 2, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  
Act 2, Scene 7 
Act 2, Scene 8: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  
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NEXT FALL BUTCH COSTUME TRACKING CHART 
Item Reh. Real Notes 

Act 1, Scene 1: Chilly casual 
polo  Y  
jeans  Y  
boots  Y  
Coat  Y Will be put on coat rack 
Act 1, Scene 2 
Act 1, Scene 3 
Act 1, Scene 4 
Act 1, Scene 5 
Act 1, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Chilly casual  Y No coat 
Act 2, Scene 1 
Act 2, Scene 2: Past 
Polo 2  Y Change to POLO 2, Put on COAT 
Act 2, Scene 3 
Act 2, Scene 4: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y Take off COAT, change to POLO 
Act 2, Scene 5 
Act 2, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  
Act 2, Scene 7 
Act 2, Scene 8: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  

 
 

NEXT FALL HOLLY COSTUME TRACKING CHART 
Item Reh. Real Notes 

Act 1, Scene 1: Chilly casual 
boots  Y  
Maxi skirt  Y  
Knotted crop top  Y  
Brown corduroy blazer   Y Will be on coat rack 
Act 1, Scene 2: PARTAY 
Party Skirt  Y Change to PARTY SKIRT, put on CARDIGAN 
Cardigan   Y  
Act 1, Scene 3: Chilly Casual 
Base: Chilly Casual  Y Take off CARDIGAN, change to MAXI 

SKIRT, put on BROWN CORDUORY 
BLAZER 

Act 1, Scene 4 
Act 1, Scene 5: Wine Drunk 
Base: partay  Y Put on LONG SLEEVE BLACK SHIRT, 

change to PARTY SKIRT, no outerwear 
Long sleeve black shirt  Y  
Act 1, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y Take off LONG SLEEVE BLACK SHIRT, 

change to MAXI SKIRT 
Act 2, Scene 1: Casual 
Base Casual  Y  
Act 2, Scene 2 
Act 2, Scene 3 
Act 2, Scene 4 
Act 2, Scene 5 
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Act 2, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  
Act 2, Scene 7 
Act 2, Scene 8: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  

 
 

NEXT FALL BRANDON COSTUME TRACKING CHART 
Item Reh. Real Notes 

Act 1, Scene 1: Chilly casual 
Shirt  Y  
Trousers  Y  
Tennis shoes  Y  
Coat  Y Will go on coat rack 
Act 1, Scene 2 
Act 1, Scene 3: Casual 
Base: Chilly casual  Y COAT should be off 
Act 1, Scene 4 
Act 1, Scene 5 
Act 1, Scene 6: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  
Act 2, Scene 1: Casual 
Base: Casual    
Act 2, Scene 2 
Act 2, Scene 3 
Act 2, Scene 4: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y  
Act 2, Scene 5: Chilly Past 
Base: Chilly Casual  Y Put on SWEATER, put on COAT 
Sweater  Y  
Act 2, Scene 6 
Act 2, Scene 7 
Act 2, Scene 8: Casual 
Base: Casual  Y Take off SWEATER, preset COAT 
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NEXT FALL PROPS LIST 
Label Item # Perishable? Reh. Real Notes 
Act 1, Scene 1  

1 Styrofoam cups for coffee 3 Y  Y Brandon, Arlene, Holly 

2 sugar packets, creamer 
packets, stirring sticks?    Y Arlene 

3 flip phone    Y WILL BE IN ALL 
SCENES WITH BUTCH 

4 Arlene coat    Y  
5 Arlene purse    Y  
6 Brandon Bible    Y  
7 Magazines 14   Y T1: 3, T2: 3, T3: 2 

8 Kleenex 2   Y Stationary, One on T1, one 
on T2 

9 Hebrew Star    Y Stationary, T3 
Act 1, Scene 2 

10 Glass of water  Y  Y Water will need to be filled 
each night 

11 Postcard    Y Relates to the show Luke is 
working on 

 Serving tray    Y  
Act 1, Scene 3 

12 Bottle of pills    Y  
Act 1, Scene 4 

13 Plates with tomatoes and 
utensils 2 Y Y Y New tomatoes each night 

 CDs 5   Y In counter drawer 
Act 1, Scene 5 

11 Mezuzah    Y  
12 Wine glasses 3   Y  
13 Bottle of wine  Y  Y Refill bottle each night 
14 Boxes 4  Y Y  
 Plates 5   Y Goes in B1, brought to SLp 

15 Books 20?   Y To pack in boxes, flexible 
number 

16 Pumpkin Candle   Y Y  
 Flicker candle    Y  

Act 1, Scene 6 
17 Earbuds   Y Y Damian 
18 Cards   Y Y Butch 

19 Newsweek magazine   Y Y Needs photo with a sexy 
guy 

Act 2, Scene 1 
Act 2, Scene 2 

20 Sheets    Y  
21 Tea tray with teacups  Y Y Y Refill tea each night 
22 Trick box    Y Bottomless, books fall out 
23 Books 10?   Y Books for box 
24 Pictures 15?  Y Y For box 
25 Ass photo   Y Y  
26 Shopping bag    Y Suppose to have Windex 

Act 2, Scene 3 
27 Laptop   Y Y  

28 Sleeping pill, and a glass of 
water 2/1   Y  

Act 2, Scene 4 
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Act 2, Scene 5 
29 Adam wallet   Y Y  

30 Starbucks cups 2 Y Y Y References Venti, 2 
Starbucks tops/cups 

Act 2, Scene 6 
 clipboards 4   Y  
 Sheets for gurney 2   Y  
Act 2, Scene 7 

31 Adam weekend bag   Y Y  
32 Adam clothes    Y In weekend bag 
33 Periwinkle sweater    Y  

Act 2, Scene 8 
34 Pen    Y In Arlene purse? 
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NEXT FALL PROP TRACKING SHEET 
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NEXT FALL RUN CREW SHEET 

Presets: 
Who What Where Notes 

Alivia 

Ass Photo SR Props table  
Stack of Books SR Props table Should be 11 books 
2 Starbucks cups SR Props table  
Sugars, stirring sticks SR Props table  
2 plates, 2 forks, 2 knives SRp table  
Butch’s photo SR Props table Group of BUT students 
Wash Styrofoam cups SR Props table Set with sugar packets and 

stirring sticks, fill 3 with 
coffee 

Stack of clothes R Props table 3 items of clothing NOT 
folded 

Brooke 

3 photos for chair SR Props table 1 w/ Max and Damian, 2 w/ 
just Max 

2 Altoids containers SR Props table  
Water glass SR Props table Clean glass and fill with 

water, set with Altoids 
Butch’s phone & 2 eye 
glasses 

SR Props table  

Trick Box Under SR Props table Fold properly 
Armchair Box, with plays 
and books 

On armchair  

Max Box, with set of plates 
and Mezuzah 

Under SR props table  

Set 2 kitchen chairs SRp  

Brooke & Alivia 

Set arm chair SRp Make sure arm chair box is 
on it 

Set counter w/ stereo SR Wing 1 Make sure the stereo is 
facing the proper way 

Daniel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Daniel 

Tea tray SL Props table Includes pot, 2 tea cups, 
cream pourer, honey bear, 
CLEAN pot, 2 tea cups, 
FILL pot with tea 

Sheet SL Props table 1 sheet 
2 Throw pillows SL Props table  
Serving tray with “Our 
Town” cards and glass 

SLp table Clean glass and fill with 
water 

2 clipboards SR with you and 
Charity 

Make sure there is a paper 
in the clip AND pens or 
pencils attached 

3 photos SL Props table 1 w/ Damian & Max, 1 w/ 
Damian & Charity, 1 w/ 
Damian & Sawyer 

Set coffee table SLp  
Set bench SLp  

Charity 

Bottle and 3 glasses SL Props table Clean bottle and glasses, fill 
bottle with juice 

Pride flag & 4 candle SL Props table  
Duffle bag SL Props table Set with 2 items of clothing 
Bag with Windex SL Props table  
Couch Box w/ Sheets On Couch  
Couch Box with books On Couch  
Holly Box w/ comforter Under SL Props table  
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Gurney & Drip bag SL Wing 2 Make up, 3 pillows (should 
be at end with lock), 1 base 
sheet, 1 top sheet undone,  

Daniel & 
Charity 

Set Couch  SLp w/ the 2 boxes and 2 
matching pillows 

Kenna 

Fly in Legs and Full Black   
Set 4 Waiting Room chairs   
Set 4 tables    
Set Coat rack   
Hebrew Star Table 3  
Brandon Bible Table 2  
2 Kleenex Table 2 & Table 3  

Andrew 

Set 6 Waiting Room chairs   
Magazines and pen Table 1, Table 2, 

Table 3, Cushioned 
Bench 

Pen goes on couch 

Kenna & 
Andrew 

Set Cushioned Bench   
Set Butch’s Table   

Max 
Pants, Sweater, Casual 
shoes, Long pajama pants 

SRp  

Hospital Gown SL  

Damian 
 
Damian 

Headphones Pants pocket?  
Laptop SRp  
Sweats SRp  
Button Down SLp  
Button Down 2 SL  

Trevor Shirt 2 SL  
Butch’s phone Coat pocket  

Kelli Jo 
Coat Coat rack Set with pill bottle in coat 

pocket 
Purse Under chair Set with creamer in it 

Melissa 

Coat Coat rack  
Purse OS  
Party Skirt, cardigan, black 
shirt, purple blouse, leggings 

SLp  

Abel Sweater SR  
Coat Coat Rack  

Act I Scene 1: Waiting Room 

Daniel & 
Charity 

Start SRp  Have clipboards for each of 
you from SL props table. 

Walk from SRp to SLp  When Butch is on the phone 
“Ben this is your father” 

Daniel Holly party skirt, cardigan, 
party shirt 

SLp Set for quick change 

TRANSITION Act I Scene 1 – Act I Scene 2: Waiting Room - Rooftop 

Melissa 
Strike Holly Coat, purse Coat Rack Move to SLp 
Holly Quick Change SLp Change to PARTY SKIRT, 

put on CARDIGAN 
Daniel Set Rooftop Bench DS  
Abel Catch Adam’s Sweater C EXT SR, hand to Brooke 
Brooke Catch Adam’s Sweater Abel Preset for quick change SRp 
Act I Scene 2: Rooftop 

Charity Set Holly Hospital Skirt and 
Coat for Quick change 

SLp  

TRANSITION Act I Scene 2 – Act I Scene 3: Rooftop – Waiting Room 
Damian Adam Quick Change SRp Put on SWEATER 
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Melissa 
Holly Quick Change SLp Change to HOSPITAL 

SKIRT, take off 
CARDIGAN put on COAT, 
PURSE 

Max Strike Bench SRp  

Daniel Strike serving tray, Our 
Town postcard, water glass 

Bench Set in proper position on 
props table SL 

Act I Scene 3: Waiting Room 

Max 
Luke Change SRp Take off PANTS, take off 

WHITE BUTTON UP, 
should be in BOXERS and 
T-SHIRT 

Alivia Adam’s Sweats SRp Preset sweats for quick 
change 

TRANSITION Act I Scene 3 – Act I Scene 4: Waiting Room – Adam’s Apartment 

Damian 

Adam Quick Change SRp Take off SWEATER and 
PARTY SHIRT, take off 
SHOES put on SWEATS. 
Should be T-SHIRT and 
SWEATS,  

Alivia & Brooke Set Counter and Stereo SR Make sure stereo is facing 
the correct way 

Trevor & Max Move Card table Farther DS  
Melissa Strike 2 waiting room chairs SR Wing 2  
Kelli Jo Set 2 kitchen chairs SRp Set around kitchen table 
Act I Scene 4: Adam’s Apartment 

Daniel Set Holly Box SLp  
Set 3 wine glasses and bottle SLp  

Charity 
Set Adam’s Button Down 
for Quick change 

SLp  

Set sheet SLp table  

Alivia 
Set Luke’s pants and sweater 
for Quick Change 

SRp  

Set Luke’s Box SRp  
Brooke Set stack of books SRp table  

Melissa 

Holly Change SLp Put on LEGGINGS, 
PURPLE BLOUSE, take off 
CROP TOP, HOSPITAL 
SKIRT, put on COAT, 
PURSE 

Set Pumpkin candle  Purse Should be on SL props table 
TRANSITION Act I Scene 4 – Act I Scene 5: Adam’s Apartment – Main Apartment 

Damian 

Adam Quick Change SLp Take off SWEATS, put on 
BUTTON DOWN 

Set 3 wine glasses & bottle 
of wine 

Coffee table From SLp 

Max Luke Quick Change SRp Put on PANTS, SWEATER 

Alivia & Brooke 

Set Stereo and Counter SL Move from SR to new spike 
Set Card Table To Waiting Room 

spike 
 

Strike 2 Kitchen Chairs Wing 2  
Abel Set Coffee Table DS From SLp, no decoration 

Daniel & 
Charity 

Set Couch DS From SLp, 2 box on couch 
Set couch boxes SL of couch Stack, box with books on 

top 
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Trevor & Kelli 
Jo 

Set Arm Chair DSR From SRp, 1 box on chair 

Trevor Set Armchair box SR of chair  
Melissa Set Holly Box On coffee table  

Max Set Luke Box On ground in front of 
chair 

 

Act I Scene 5: Main Apartment 

Brooke 

Set Adam’s Sweater, shoes 
for Quick Change 

SRp  

Catch boxes SR Max will bring off boxes, 
move out of portal 

Alivia 
Set Holly Hospital skirt, 
crop top for Holly Quick 
Change 

SRp  

TRANSITION Act I Scene 5 – Act I Scene 6: Main Apartment – Waiting Room 

Damian 

Strike 3 wine glasses and 
wine bottle 

SRp  

Adam Quick Change SRp Put on SWEATER, SHOES, 
make sure phone is your 
pocket 

Melissa 
Holly Quick Change SRp Run from SL to SR, put on 

HOSPITAL SKIRT, change 
to CROP TOP, put on 
SHOES, COAT, PURSE 

Kelli Jo Set 2 Waiting Room Chairs SR Wing 2 To Butch’s table 
Trevor & 
Brooke 

Strike Armchair SRp 1 box on it 

Daniel & 
Charity 

Strike Counter & Stereo SL Wing 1  

Abel 
Set boxes On couch The boxes on the ground 
Set candle On couch  
Strike coffee table SLp  

Max & Alivia Strike Couch SLp 2 boxes on it 
Act I Scene 6: Waiting Room 

Brooke 

Move 3 wine glasses and 
wine bottle 

SL Props table Stay SL 

Enter with Brandon SLp, 
EXT with Kelli Jo 

  

 
 
Alivia 
 
 
Alivia 

Strike box Armchair move to SR props table 
Set armchair frames armchair Should be 3 frames 
Set stack of books armchair  
Set throw pillow Arm chair Should be in one of the 

boxes 
Set trick box Arm chair Make sure its folded 

properly 
Set Butch’s photo SRp table  
Set Ass photo SRp  

Daniel Strike 2 boxes SL props table 2 boxes on couch 
Move to SR   

Charity 

Set 2 throw pillows couch Remove pillows already on 
couch 

Set 4 candles, pride flag Coffee table  
Set picture frames Counter   
Set tea tray  SLp  

Max Luke Change SRp Put on shoes 
TRANSITION Act I Scene 6 – Act II Scene 2: Waiting Room – Main Apartment 
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Damian Adam Quick Change SL Take off SWEATER 

Abel 
Strike Brandon coat Coat rack Move SR 
Strike Brandon Bible Table 2 Move SR, put on SR props 

table 
Daniel & Alivia Set armchair DSR w/ trick box, frames, books 
Alivia Set trick box DS of armchair Fold it properly 
Charity & 
Brooke 

Set couch DS  

Trevor Strike Butch’s coat Coat rack Move SL 
Trevor & 
Melissa 

Set Counter and Stereo SL Should have frames on it 

Kelli Jo & Max Set Coffee table DS w/ candles and flag 
Act II Scene 2: Main Apartment 

Daniel 
Catch Abel’s Coat SR Set on SR props table 
Set Luke’s pajama pants for 
quick change 

SRp  

Alivia 

Set Adam’s sweats for quick 
change 

SRp  

Set laptop  SRp table  
Set glass of water and two 
altoids 

SRp table  

TRANSITION Act II Scene 2 – Act II Scene 3: Main Apartment – Main Apartment 

Damian 

Move to SR   
Adam Quick Change SRp Take off BUTTON UP, 

SHOES, put on SWEATS, 
should be T-SHIRT and 
SWEATS 

Set laptop SRp table  

Max 

Luke Quick Change SRp Take off SHOES, 
SWEATER, put on 
PAJAMA PANTS, should 
be in t-shirt and pajama 
pants 

Brooke Strike tea tray & anything 
else on table 

SL props table  

Act II Scene 3: Main Apartment 

Alivia 
Set Adam’s Button up 2, 
sweater, shoes for quick 
change 

SRp  

Daniel Set Brandon Bible SRp table Will be on SR props table 
TRANSITION Act II Scene 3 – Act II Scene 4: Main Apartment - Chapel 

Damian 
Adam Quick Change SRp Take off SWEATS, put on 

BUTTON UP 2, 
SWEATER, shoes 

Kelli Jo Grab Brandon Bible SRp  
Set Bench DSR From SRp 

Daniel & Alivia Strike Arm Chair SRp From DSR 
Trevor & 
Melissa 

Strike Counter & Stereo SL Wing 1 w/ 2 picture frames 

 Strike Couch SLp If pillows on ground put on 
couch 

Max Strike Coffee Table SLp And any props laying 
around 

Act II Scene 4: Chapel 

Alivia Grab Brandon coat SRp  
Set 2 Starbucks cups SRp table  
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Daniel Set Adam’s coat for quick 
change 

SRp  

TRANSITION: Act II Scene 4 – Act II Scene 5: Chapel - Park 

Damian 
Adam Quick Change SRp Take off SWEATER, put on 

COAT 
Grab 2 Starbucks cups SRp table  

Alivia Hand off Brandon coat Abel He will be on stage 
Daniel Strike Bench SRp  
Act II Scene 5: Park 

Alivia Set Sweater for Adam quick 
change  

SRp  

Daniel Set headphones SRp table  

Max 
Luke change SL put on HOSPITAL GOWN, 

get in gurney with head 
towards lock 

TRANSITION Act II Scene 5 – Act II Scene 6: Park – Hospital Room 

Damian 
Adam Quick Change SRp Take off COAT, put on 

SWEATER 
Grab headphones SRp table  

Charity & 
Brooke 

Set Gurney & drip bag w/ 
Luke 

SL Wing 2 LOCK the gurney 

Act II Scene 6: Hospital Room 

Alivia 
Set duffle on armchair SR Wing 2 Get duffle (should have 

clothes in it) from SL props 
table 

Daniel Set stack of clothes SRp table  
Alivia & Daniel Move to SL  Prepare to bring on couch 
TRANSITION Act II Scene 6 – Act II Scene 7: Hospital Room – Main Apartment 
Charity & 
Brooke 

Strike Gurney and Drip Bag Wing 2  

Max Remove Hospital gown Gurney Wait until light cues you, 
walk into scene 

Damian 
Adam quick change SRp Remove SWEATER, set in 

stack of clothes 
Grab stack of clothes SRp table  

Daniel & Alivia Set couch w/ coffee table SLp  
Trevor & 
Melissa 

Set counter and stereo SL Wing 1  

Abel & Kelli Jo Set Armchair w/ duffle SR Wing 2  
Act II Scene 7: Main Apartment 
Daniel & Alivia Move to SR   
TRANSITION Act II Scene 7 – Act II Scene 8: Main Apartment – Waiting Room 
Trevor & 
Melissa 

Strike counter and stereo SL Wing 1  

Brooke & 
Charity 

Strike Couch SLp  

Abel & Kelli Jo Strike Coffee Table SLp  
Daniel & Alivia Strike Armchair SR Wing 2  

Abel Set Brandon coat Coat rack  
Set Brandon Bible Table 2  
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SOUND CONCEPT – Next Fall Playlist
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REHEARSAL NOTES 
 

9.20 
 
PREP 

• Excited! 
• Scheduling 
• Big play. Thank you for being brave and tackling these themes 
• Connected to thesis. Conversations important 
• Cuts! Don’t be offended if I have to cut more 
• Maybe talk to playwrite? 
• Songs are important! Collaborative playlist 
• Character work 

o I know characters better than you now, but I don’t want that at the end 
o Don’t get character arc often at Baylor theatre, so it will require outside 

work 
o How do they change? 
o What do they want? 
o A line that captures them 
o Meyers Briggs, Enneagram? 
o Songs? 

NOTES 

• Cuts 
o 29, 32, 35, 36, 37, 39, 47-8, 49, 52, 55, 59-60, 62, 63, 68, 69, 70 

9.22 
 
PREP 

• Schedule 
• Off book date 
• Safe space for conversations 
• Make sure we aren’t projecting til the end 
• Fell emotion, not necessarily cry 
• Table work 
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9.23 
 
PREP 

• finish table work 
• Kelli Jo character questions 
• Cuts 
• Character work 

9.30 
 
NOTES 

• ARLENE - don’t sit down so fast. Stay up ding things 
• ARLENE - coat in 1st scene. That’s also where cell phone is 
• BUTCH - No medical forms 
• ADAM AND LUKE – liked the bench straddle 
• BUTCH – make sure all movement is purposeful. No wandering 
• LUKE – we may have CDs for you to sort through. Do that before table clean 
• BUTCH – scene 6, one chair over 
• BUTCH – cards in drawer 
• ARLENE – more movement 
• BUTCH AND ADAM – find way to show audience magazine cover. Hold it up 
• ADAM – liked you reading the magazine 
• BRANDON AND HOLLY – switch seats in 2.1 
• LUKE – look over your blocking. Hard without all the boxes, but do more 
• BUTCH – experiment with loading “swanky”. Maybe you even sit there 
• BUTCH AND LUKE – handshake not hug 
• LUKE – bedroom is portal, not offstage 
• BUTCH – pick up photo when you say your n word line 
• ADAM AND LUKE – stand in argument sooner? We will look at that 
• LUKE – enter on “you should’ve seen her in there” 
• ADAM – sit facing forward at end 
• BRANDON – watch posture 
• BRANDON AND HOLLY – stand earlier when Butch collapses 
• ARLENE – help Butch stand 
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10.1 
 
NOTES 

• ARLENE – look at movement 
• ARLENE – faster 
• ARLENE – love the laughter. More places 
• ARLENE – phone in coat pocket, then put purse away 
• MAX – liked the bench straddle from yesterday 
• HOLLY – turn out more in 1.3 
• BRANDON – read your bible in 1.3 
• LUKE – full pray, not halvesies 
• LUKE – “it’s human nature” stand 
• ADAM AND LUKE – react to candle more 
• ADAM – go to box sooner? We will look at that 
• ADAM – vocalize when he leaves 
• HOLLY, ADAM, AND LUKE – wings are exit, not portal 
• ADAM – great magazine to audience 
• HOLLY AND BUTCH – learn how to play gin rummy 
• ARLENE – movement again. Lets look at it 
• BUTCH AND ARLENE – fall needs to build. We will look at it 
• ADAM – no earbuds in 2.2, music on radio 
• LUKE – don’t sit in 2.3 
• ARLENE – give Brandon Bible as you leave 
• ALL – 2.9, nonverbals throughout 
• Cuts 

o 16, 32, 35, 48, 50, 60, 61, 68, 69 

NOTES FROM MENTOR 

• Cut things 
• Look at set. Bench in the middle. Angle 
• Cowboy boots for trevor 
• Kelli Jo not as big of an accent 
• Adam has never been to waiting room, so have him look around before 
• Adam is more mature, settled, not nervous. Hes a rock, steady, quieter. “let 

yourself go” is said to him so we have to see that. Reserved, uptight, not as 
theatrical. Work on that with Damian 
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• Make sure Max doesn’t play AT gay. Play at shame or guild. Keep it real. He can 
find something that connects him with Luke 

• Long bench not short one 
• “I have a confession” needs to be close 
• Don’t push comedy 
• Melissa is too casual in trumpet scene 
• Pronunciation of “ashrams” 
• Babe moment and coming out after. Make it quicker 
• Laptop on couch other way so audience doesn’t see it 
• Different emphasis on “Lung Lady” 
• Try adam and Brandon scene standing 
• Abel needs to be more awkward, more embarrassed, more close to his chest 
• Too ready for fight over Luke in hospital room. Try to NOT fight 
• Pronunciation of “shiva” 

10.2 
 
NOTES 

• ADAM - talk as soon as you come in 
• ADAM – more forward 
• ARLENE – sip coffee before going for creamer 
• ARLENE – places for laughter 
• ARLENE – “bless her heart” more subtext 
• BUTCH – “behaved yourself” is less pointed 
• ARLENE – cross in front 
• LUKE – we may get you a serving tray 
• ADAM – keep his Our Town card 
• ADAM – “im not so sure” forward 

10.3 
 
NOTES 

• BRANDON – react to “thong on a float” 
• ADAM – you can be loud and still focused. Less frenetic 
• ADAM – no pockets at argument 
• BUTCH – stay on phone 
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• ADAM AND LUKE – faster pickups in 1.4 
• ADAM – don’t block face 
• HOLLY – say no you don’t want to play cards but mean the opposite 
• ADAM – pages 39 and 40, get lines down well so that can build 
• ADAM AND BUTCH – don’t adjust at stare down 
• ADAM – don’t put earbuds back in 

10.4 
 
PREP 

• Work on intimacy 
o Page 68 
o 49 & 50 
o 54 and a little before 
o 63 if we have time 

10.6 
 
NOTES 

• HOLLY – draw out “a little something” 
• We need a pumpkin label 
• HOLLY – good taking things more seriously! 
• ADAM AND LUKE – argument faster, build more 
• ADAM – remember the nonverbal when he leaves 
• LUKE – write down and review blocking cuz it’s a lot and it has to be down well 
• ADAM AND LUKE – look at reasons for correcting Butch with “candles” 
• ADAM – watch franticness in 2.2, don’t match Luke’s nervous energy in this 

scene 

10.7 

• ARLENE AND BRANDON – just some sugar packets, not the whole tub. Then, 
Brandon can bring some out from backstage 

• ARLENE – less space between lines. Mow that first scene down 
• ALL – magazines are great, but only use them when not talking to someone. Or 

when things are awkward. Just don’t cling to them so much 
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• ARLENE – creamer from purse before Butch comes in, then put creamer back in 
purse!!!! 

• ADAM AND HOLLY – don’t cross in as much. Holly go meet him more when he 
comes in the waiting room to not cover Butch 

• ADAM – put card down with water, don’t hold it the whole time 
• ADAM – doing a really really good job of slowing Adam down. Keep going that 

direction!! In scene 2, slower with water sips, too spastic 
• BUTCH – take space out before “everything okay?” 
• BUTCH – stay on phone a while longer after “still no service”. Just so you aren’t 

rummaging in jacket for so long 
• LUKE – “the arlene show” is a joke, so you can laugh a lil! Which leads me to  
• ALL – think about if your character laughs at their own jokes. I think there are a 

few times where some of you can definitely take that permission to at least smile 
or something. That’s such a picky note, but think about it. 

• LUKE – “do you really want to get into this” still be more playful with that 
• KENNA – boxes: 2 on couch (1 has books, 1 has nothing), 1 on chair (with plays 

and books), 1 holly brings in (sheets), 1 max? or someone else brings in (with 
plates and mezuzah) 

• LUKE – when you cross up to box to get you up by chair, get up earlier to look in 
box before picking it up to sort through 

• ADAM AND HOLLY – “I had Honeywell” make sure that makes it through 
• ALL – small look when she says bull penis. Not as big as when he wipes his ass 
• ADAM – build more to clean ass. Go through peoples other lines if you have to 
• ARLENE – put pills and phone back in purse. Not in jacket. Thatll just be quicker 
• LUKE – faster book/picture sorting at the beginning. Maybe he’s already sorted 

those out in the bedroom so they don’t require a huge examining. 
• LUKE – good build. Keep being frantic. Get to those picture frames by the stereo, 

maybe faster book sorting will help with that. Even bigger build up to FUCK. 
Either that or a smaller fuck. If that makes sense. 

• LUKE – try not to show your dad that you are freaked out. Hide it 
• BUTCH AND LUKE – set down the photo that butch brings out so he can get it off 

the table, not your hands 
• LUKE – when Butch says the n-line, your “excuse me” should again be like trying 

to hide how startled and astonished you are. Like if your uncle said something 
really racist at thanksgiving but youre not really close enough to confront him. 

• LUKE – don’t get too upset with Adam too soon. More loving/concerned/playful 
at beginning and play around with where it starts to get more serious 
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• ADAM – further cross when you take computer to exit. Then stay there. Then 
find a moment in the big argument to cross to Luke and throw computer down. 
That will just add a lil more movement in the big argument section 

• ADAM AND LUKE – remember to get comfy at the end. And Luke initiates the 
“cuddling” so Adam can lean his head on him. 

• ALL – I love you all 
• ADAM – maybe at the start of your silent thinking part, add a deep breath. Or 

somewhere in there. Keep playing with that part. Give it some sense of 
separateness. 

• ADAM – why does Adam go to the temple? Think about that 
• ARLENE – “Lung Lady” is a little kid trying to say  “Young Lady” so play around 

with where the emphasis is. 
• ARLENE AND ADAM – Arlene slower when you are about to leave so Adam can 

stop you before you cross to other side of him. In other words, you’ll basically 
just stand up before he stops you 

• BRANDON AND ARLENE – Arlene give Brandon his bible as you leave, not before 
then 

• ADAM – “you were his emergency contact” How does he feel about this? Maybe 
less angry 

• ADAM AND BRANDON – both too handsy in this scene. Two hands on cup, one in 
coat or pant pocket. Also good looking out at environment, but can also look 
down at coffee or hands or something. Its awkward!! 

• ADAM –focus on being less nervous and jumpy at the beginning of the scene 
especially 

• BRANDON – don’t show us everything on your face. He plays his cards pretty 
close. 

• ADAM – try keeping shoes on today. Or if you think you can slip them on or 
something try that. 

• ARLENE – lets see a difference in Arlene. She tries to joke in this last scene, but I 
think it comes from a different place than it has. Play around with that 

• BUTCH – same with Butch. Lets see a big difference in him. I saw a good physical 
difference, so lets try to add a vocal difference too. Play around with  that 

• ADAM – “I wasn’t afraid” that section, don’t show us everything.  
• BUTCH – remember to leave that phone! 

10.8 
 
NOTES 
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• ARLENE – there’s a wall, don’t go into it 
• ARLENE – not so long before “Brandon, how do i…” 
• BRANDON – enter earlier 
• ARLENE AND BUTCH – say your lines while A helps B navigate a smartphone 
• LUKE – you can set tray down 
• ADAM – pause before “sorry” to Holly 
• ADAM AND LUKE – we will look at end of scene 2 
• BUTCH – faster pickup on “everything okay?” 
• LUKE AND ADAM – “she’s a crackhead” joking. Laugh 
• LUKE – touch longer prayer 
• LUKE AND ADAM – look over 1.4 lines 
• LUKE – just take off plates and mezuzah, not box 
• HOLLY AND LUKE – she knows you don’t like pumpkin, let that inform those lines 
• ADAM – I like you on the table for cheers 
• LUKE – be more toward chair to unload boxes 
• ADAM AND HOLLY – “the Vatican” inside joke maybe? Laugh 
• ADAM AND HOLLY – don’t get super drunk! 
• HOLLY – sit on sofa to put shoes on 
• ADAM – good build in 1.6, you just forgot lines 
• BUTCH – explode more at the pills 
• LUKE – in 2.2, theres a sheet for you, not that giant comforter 
• ADAM – “does my left…” say as you walk out, not giant space there 
• LUKE – cross in more after “babe” 
• BUTCH AND LUKE – sorta overlap on white/manly 
• ADAM – “it’s not like im trying…” too spastic 
• ARLENE – monologue-look at lines 
• BRANDON – is it hard to say “just go?” think about that section 
• BRANDON – do you miss Luke? Think about that too 
• BUTCH – more time to “new hope” 
• ADAM – only back up if Butch feels threatening, not just for blocking purposes 
• LUKE – help Adam fold his laundry before and after kiss 
• LUKE AND ADAM – give him the right sweater! 
• ADAM – “love me more than him” don’t go back to straddling, maybe just prop 

head up 
• BUTCH AND ARLENE – stand at beginning of last scene, like doctor just left 
• ADAM – “luke wasn’t afraid” more tender 
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• ADAM – “I truly believed” lets talk about that section. I don’t think there’s as 
much finality 

• ARLENE – get purse and coat 
• HOLLY – “must be Butch’s” who else?  
• ARLENE – we will have a pen on the counter, so no digging through purse 

NOTES FROM MENTOR 

• Transitions from portals, not wings 
• Carpet sliders? 
• Chairs from Theatre 11, they seem more permanent 
• Kelli Jo in chapel scene – we see crack in her wall she puts up. She knows shes 

going to bury her son 
• Volume, especially at beginning 
• Trevor annunciate, especially until audience gets used to tone  
• He shouldn’t go right to his spot at the beginning 
• Reading glasses for Butch and Arlene 
• Luke in first scene is seductive, smooth ladies’ man, for lack of a better term. 

Confident. His irritation with Adam is good, but attraction needs work. 
• All actors need to read each other more. listen 
• Brandon and Adam scene is weakest. Needs to be more casual, not stiff 
• Butch needs to weight a lot of his lines “dainty” being an example. More going 

on underneath 
• Breakfast scene – this isn’t the first time a relationship has failed because of 

Luke’s faith. Some weight, not as cheerful the whole time 
• Holly needs to stay grounded, think lots about what she’s saying. She is super 

thoughtful 
• Lots of weight on Luke’s “listen dad” which then goes to anger. 
• Max needs to work on the casual touch of being in a long term relationship. 

Naturalization of it 
• Pronunciation of “bustier” 
• Open up Arlene at hospital bed 
• Louder earlier in hospital room so Arlene has a reason to come in 
• Butch’s collapse needs to build. Play with breath and tensing muscles. Panic 

attack. His son was gay and is dead, he’d think of both of those things as his 
fault. 
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10.10 
 

• ARLENE – keep speeding up those lines in first scene! Especially pickups to “I love 
candles” and “now Brandon…” 

• ARLENE AND BUTCH – the whole Luke’s brother engineering thing needs to go 
faster! And Arlene stay over there to help him figure out his phone before sitting 
down. 

• ALL – louder!! 
• ARLENE AND BUTCH – missed “clip the curlyquies” or however that’s spelled 
• ARLENE – use those reading glasses when you read the magazines in the 

beginning 
• BUTCH – good use of reading glasses throughout!! 
• LUKE – much better with the direction of your meeting. Keep going that way! 

You are a slick confident seducer. Also I really liked the straddle of the bench so 
see if it feels right to keep it! 

• ADAM – “in Pittsburgh” stay moving. Not too much of a to the audience line 
• BUTCH AND ARLENE – I liked that the jacket ended up on Butch’s chair. if it ends 

up there, butch you don’t even have to get up. Just make sure to look around for 
the jacket first. 

• LUKE AND ADAM – “shes a crackhead” share a flirty laugh there 
• LUKE – keep looking at when you get serious in the breakfast scene. Great start 

but go further. I noticed the line “this one just happens to be mine” leading into 
“you really want me to get into this?” as a spot to look at. 

• HOLLY – have purse more accessible for pumpkin candle 
• ARLENE – when holly asks if your housekeeper shit in your apartment, react! 

Maybe a look or a laugh or something Arlene would do before you go into “no, 
my dog” 

• ADAM, BUTCH, HOLLY, ARLENE – last scene of act 1. lots skipped here. Arlene 
never found her purse. Adam didn’t build like he should have. Idk who messed 
up but look at it 

• LUKE – those pictures start on the chair, but then theres a stack of books marked 
out on the prop table for you to also carry out and sort. To give you more sorting 
business 

• LUKE AND ADAM – the energy in the de-gay scene totally flopped because of not 
knowing lines. Look at them. 

• BUTCH – good with adding more subtext. Even more! maybe even on “do what 
you gotta do” 

• LUKE – I liked it the other day when you accidentally left a pillow on! Keep that! 
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• LUKE – right direction, but not as big reaction on “candles!” 
• BUTCH – look around before “where’d your friend go” 
• ADAM – don’t slam computer down on coffee table. Its just a loud noise at a 

quiet moment 
• ADAM – also don’t crunch on the sleepin pill 
• ARLENE – the beginning of the monologue scene when you are reading your 

bible is a great spot for your reading glasses! 
• ARLENE - Keep looking over lines in that monologue, but lovely direction your 

taking it in. 
• BRANDON – “might be a time to be alone with him” is HUGE for Brandon. Feel 

that weight 
• BRANDON – when adam first says “praying after sex” don’t react big. Play with 

being shocked that whole thing. You are revealing too many things on your face, 
when Brandon plays much closer to the vest. 

• ADAM – don’t forget “you don’t have to answer”. 
• BRANDON – your “ive strugged with this stuff” speech, watch for too much 

hands. Can be simpler, awkwarder 
• ADAM AND LUKE – lets look at the hospital bed laying 
• LUKE – damian is bringing in more clothes to fold, so you will help with that 

rather than just standing there. 
• KENNA – whoever moves that couch on for the final apartment scene, make sure 

they preset pillows back on 
• LUKE – “maybe once for a second. Then you know…” what does he know? Think 

about what he is saying. This is big! 
• ARLENE – “back in the olden days” not as happy 
• ADAM – keep playing with “luke wasn’t afraid” still more tender 
• BUTCH – when you say “my fingers I cant feel them” or whatever that line is, you 

do an interesting gesture of kind of rubbing your hands together. Experiment 
with keeping that throughout that final moment before your collapse. Really nice 
work and I don’t think you can go too far with that labored breathing! 

• ARLENE – we will have pen preset on one of the tables. Rip out a bit of a 
magazine to write your number on. That’s where the paper will come from 

• ARLENE – make sure to get purse and jacket sometime before you leave! Look at 
when you can maybe do that 

• LUKE AND ADAM – great work with more casual touch, intimate moments. I 
noticed it and really like the direction its heading. But More! face touching, hair 
jostling, eye contact, all these things can happen much more, especially as the 
relationship grows. Yall ROCK 
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10.11 
 

• HOLLY AND ARLENE – a way to get the hair out of yalls face? 
• ARLENE – don’t turn to look at Brandon or Holly when you are getting phone and 

talking about Ben 
• BUTCH AND ARLENE – good stuff on the “how does this phone work” business. 

Butch maybe just look at it blankly, Arlene notice that he probably has no idea 
what hes doing and snatch it away to help him. 

• LUKE – make sure to read notes from other day. In addition to keeping the 
straddle when yall meet, I think theres a moment or two where you scoot closer. 

• LUKE AND ADAM - Lets look at the end of scene 2. It’s a big moment. Neither of 
yall know that you are both gay, so there is caution, but also excitement in this. 
And maybe yall inch even closer 

• LUKE – you were less flirty than you’ve been before. Both in breakfast and 
rooftop scene. There are moments (in breakfast scene) for seriousness, but also 
for fun so remember to keep that up 

• ADAM – make sure the wine glass doesn’t cover your face 
• ADAM – Good build to wiping ass! Keep going with it 
• BUTCH – youre a natural with those reading glasses. 
• BRANDON – when you come in maybe add an “Arlene” before you go into “they 

need you in there” 
• LUKE – if his legs are on the coffee table flag when you go to get it, move his legs 

off yourself 
• ADAM – good with the throwing the pillows back on! Loved it 
• BUTCH AND ADAM – quicker with “I spent a semester”. Just not as much time 

before 
• BUTCH AND ADAM – also quicker with the tea pour. Good to have some space 

there but not too much 
• ADAM – “almost smug” keep up the intensity to build it. Don’t drop too much 
• ARLENE – “afraid I might break him…or lose him”. Or lose him is a HUGE line, 

especially with what’s going on right now. Is that where she realizes? Or starts 
to? I really don’t have an answer, just giving you something to think about! 

• ADAM – why do you go to tell Arlene about you and Luke then? Even after being 
warned against it by Holly? How do you think she’ll respond? Let all those things 
color that line “luke and I…we..” 
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• BRANDON – listen more in this scene. He basically says “we aren’t friends and 
don’t really like you, but I need advice” how would he react? Just really tune into 
what Adam is saying in this scene 

• ADAM – “you don’t have to answer” can be a small comedic moment. Like “shit I 
cant believe I just asked him point blank if he prays after sex” 

• BRANDON – Adam says “Luke misses you” and you say “I miss him too”. Do you 
really miss him too? I don’t have an answer, but think about that 

• ALL – second go round was better in hospital room. Remember what we went 
over and keep working on lines cuz they go fast 

• LUKE AND ADAM – don’t let that kiss sneak up on you. Have more of a tension 
filled lead up to it 

• ADAM – after karate chopping his back, try more pressure and less squeezing 
massage if that makes sense. He wants you crack it after all 

• BUTCH – awesome with your moment in this last scene. Im going to keep 
pushing you to do more! but what you have is really good 

• ARLENE – we already talked about your “but she’s…but they don’t” moment in 
your Our Town monologue. Nervous to talk too much about death 

• ADAM – we already talked about not giving your final chunk of lines as much 
finality or conclusion. Don’t lay it all out there, hold some back too and think 
about it. 

 
10.12 
 
NOTES 

• ALL - entrances come in a little more to be in the light 
• ARLENE AND BUTCH – nice phone moment 
• HOLLY – “for a reason” can overlap a little 
• ALL – don’t freeze when scene ends 
• LUKE – your “excuse me” in 2.2 can start as shock, THEN transition to anger 

10.13 
 
NOTES 

• ARLENE – great! Laughs and lines 
• BUTCH – give time for phone to ring when calling Ben 
• ADAM – nerves got to you and made lots of things more hyper 
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• HOLLY – don’t cross out of light in 1.2 
• LUKE – eat tomatoes so you know they are fierce 
• BUTCH – transition to 1.6 put books in the box 
• ARLENE – make sure purse is under chair 
• HOLLY AND BUTCH – where was the stereo in transition to 2.2 
• CREW – not as many books on chair 
• BUTCH AND LUKE – more time in this scene. Especially before “wheres the 

bathroom” and “what happened to ass photo” and “listen dad” 
• ADAM AND LUKE – look when you hear a flush 
• LUKE – remember to open computer at close of 2.3 
• LUKE – please for me, use 2 hands! 
• ARLENE – don’t try too hard to regain composure. Once at end, not throughout.  
• ADAM – hide your uncomfiness in park by making jokes. Not just joking for the 

hell of it. Also the praying after sex really bothers you! 
• LUKE – bigger movement on hospital bed 
• ARLENE AND BRANDON – faster moving on that chair 
• ADAM AND LUKE – more time in last scene together, from “I love you” until the 

end 
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“I mean, what the heck was I thinking?” 

 

 
“I just wanted to get my arms around you” 
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“What was that?” 

 

 
“Cheers…to your new place.” 
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“At least I’m trying. At least I’m open to it.” 

 

 
“Porn.” 
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“I could probably wipe myself with it today and wake up tomorrow with a clean ass and a 

clear conscience.” 
 

 
“You’re on my coat, Butch.” 
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“Nice cups. Dainty.” 

 

 
“You don’t have to believe in hell to walk around feeling like you’re gonna burn in it.” 
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“Eventually, I worked my way into the sandbox with him.” 

 

 
“He’s not even that extreme as far as all the Jesus stuff goes.” 
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“What’s going on in here?” 

 

 
“I’m not your son.” 
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“Why would I need Jesus to save me when you already did?”  

 
 

 
“I don’t want to go.” 
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“It’s never gonna change, is it?” 

 

 
“Luke wasn’t afraid.” 
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“He looked at me.” 

 

 
“My name’s Adam.”  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Reflection and Reception 

 
Introduction 

 
Geoffrey Nauffts’ Next Fall was successfully produced at Baylor University on 

October 17, 2018 to appreciative audiences. With one invited dress preview and one 

performance, I was pleased with how many people attended. Response from Baylor 

Theatre students and faculty was predominantly positive. The chapter that follows explores 

my own self-reflection on the process, audience and mentor feedback and critiques I 

received, and final thoughts.  

 
Prep and Expectations 

 
As Chapter 2 exhibits, my pre-production preparations largely consisted of my 

Hodge play analysis. Through this in-depth examination of Next Fall, I was able to more 

fully grasp the play’s themes, character relationships, plot, and structure. I was also able to 

begin the casting process with a fairly detailed conception of each character.  

Unfortunately, I was not able to organize a full-scale audition, but I did reach out 

to many undergraduate performers and asked them to read for various roles. I selected one 

small portion of the script per character and met with people individually to have them read 

character’s lines with me. If two actors were available at the same time, I would have them 

read with one another. I did not get to see much movement in these readings, but it was 

better than casting blindly. Once I had the list of undergraduates narrowed down, the 

Advanced Directing Class all cast together. No casts could overlap, so there was some 

compromise in casting decisions, but ultimately, I was able to cast all my top choices. 
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After casting, I turned to making cuts within the script. It was hard for me to remove 

portions of the text, but I was hard on myself—the requirements for the class dictated the 

performance be roughly 1-hour. I also knew that making the cast memorize new cuts later 

on would be cruel and difficult. 

Because of many different reasons, a primary goal of mine was to make sure the 

cast was comfortable with the material. The first contributing factor was Baylor itself. Next 

Fall’s content being produced at the world’s largest Baptist University could lead to some 

tension. A second factor was the broad spectrum of religious backgrounds amongst actors. 

A final area of tension dealt specifically with the actors playing Luke and Adam—one is 

gay and one is straight.  

For me, these tensions meant allowing extra time for table work and making sure 

all concerns, hesitations, and questions were approached immediately, quickly, and with 

care. I also knew the short rehearsal period would not allow as much time for character 

work within rehearsals. I knew the cast would have to dedicate time to their character 

outside of rehearsal. Finally, again because of time limitations, I knew that I wanted my 

cast off-book as soon as possible. The best character discoveries, in my experience, happen 

when the script is out of actors’ hands. 

 
Process 

 
 I began the rehearsal process with three days of table-work. The first rehearsal was 

a read-through of the cut script. Despite my merciless edits, it still appeared to be over the 

time limit. Over the course of the rehearsal process I would make three more rounds of 

cuts, always underestimating the play’s length. The second and third day of rehearsal was 

discussion of character, relationship, and themes of the play. I specifically had the actors 

think about and explore their characters. 
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 After the three days of table work, we began blocking rehearsals, the portion of the 

process in which movement and traffic patterns are determined. I basically blocked scene 

by scene in order. Many scenes took longer than anticipated because there was more stage 

action than anticipated. Ultimately, I would have liked time dedicated to blocking—

sometimes it felt rushed. We skipped over the intimacy moments between Adam and Luke 

with plans to focus on those later. 

 Once the blocking was in place, we had a stumble-through of the show for my 

faculty advisor. That way, he was able to see the rough, but entire production to give 

feedback and notes. 

 After the stumble through, we began working rehearsals. I went back and focused 

on scenes more in depth, specifically character choices and relationships. This was when I 

spent nearly a whole rehearsal focused on intimacy. I wanted to make sure I dedicated a 

good amount of time to those scenes so that both actors were comfortable with it. I had the 

cast off-book on a rolling basis. If we looked at three scenes in one rehearsal, they would 

only need to be memorized for those three scenes. Despite only needing to be off-book in 

waves, memorization was a struggle for all the actors. Another struggle was incorporating 

transitions into the scenes, especially with limited cast, crew, time, and lighting 

instruments. Another final realization during these working rehearsals was that there are a 

lot of props and set pieces in the show that were difficult to acquire and work with. 

 After a much shorter rehearsal process than I would have liked, it was time for 

technical rehearsals. I was only allowed three technical rehearsals and would have liked 

many more. Tech rehearsals were when we added all run crew members, lighting, sound, 

and costumes. Our first rehearsal was Cue-to-cue of Act 1 where we first ran through all 

technical aspects. We had to go back and run through many things over and over again to 
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make sure the technical aspects would run smoothly. The second tech rehearsal we 

continued our stop-and-start run of Act 2. Before our final rehearsal, many sound and light 

cues had to be altered. Our final tech rehearsal was a full run of the show like it would be 

in performance. There were many tech elements that were still fairly shaky, but we had no 

more time to perfect them. I was both confident and nervous heading into the performance. 

 
Reflection 

 
 The performance was a success. There were a few technical errors, but none too 

glaring or detrimental.  I received both critical and complimentary feedback. 

 The most frequent criticism was about the transitions. I received feedback that they 

were fairly slow, a bit awkward, and stopped the momentum of some scenes. Going into 

the performance, I knew I wasn’t fully happy with the transitions either. While some 

transition issues were out of my control, I learned from this weakness that they are often 

just as important as the scenes themselves. Not only should they link scenes in a way that 

doesn’t hinder the flow of the narrative, but they themselves can be storytelling moments. 

Transitions are great moments to examine a character’s inner life, continue the previous 

scene’s action, or provide context for a subsequent scene. They offer the director moments 

of nuance to the story, outside of the already written dialogue. In retrospect, I realize I 

missed out on a lot by not giving transitions proper attention and I know I will focus on 

them much more in the future. 

 Another more minor critique had to do with casting, especially the character of 

Adam. Many commented that the actor’s more frenetic energy did not translate well to the 

calm, collected energy of Adam. While the actor came a long way during the rehearsal 

process, some remarked he simply didn’t come far enough.  
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 Conversely, one main praise I received was the casting. While some commented 

the actor playing Adam didn’t reach the character’s full potential, some were pleased with 

how well he embodied a character so different from himself. Many praised the actor 

playing Arlene, saying this was the perfect role for her or that it was the best acting they 

had seen from her. Many people were also impressed with the actor playing Butch, saying 

his characterization and honesty was better than anything he had done previously. Overall, 

the feedback I received indicated that the casting and performances were perhaps the most 

successful part of the production. 

 Another successful part was the sound design. I worked closely with my sound 

designer to incorporate music seamlessly into the story. I created a playlist and my designer 

chose the music that fit the tone of the scene the best. Then we worked to have the music 

arise naturally in the scenes—actor’s listening to their headphones, playing a CD, or noise 

coming from the apartment above. Even though the scene transitions seemed a bit jarring 

at times, the music helped to keep the audience engaged in the mood and the story. 

 
Reception 

 
 Generally, the reception seemed to be very positive. The audience was moved by 

the story and many came to me after the performance, eyes red from crying. The story’s 

message and emotional journey seemed to affect most audience members. Many people 

commented on the content and that it was an important story that needed to be told. Many 

of my LGBTQ friends were grateful to see such a moving and authentic representation of 

a queer relationship when usually their voices are underrepresented.  

 I did receive some unenthusiastic responses, however. A few people approached 

me, not commenting on the specific production, but rather the content. A few of my 

religious friends felt as if the play represented Christians in a bad way. Specifically, they 
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felt that Luke, the character who claims Christianity, portrayed the Christian faith in a 

warped and problematic way.  

 This reception was unexpected, especially considering how the play was received 

in New York. I had the opportunity to talk to the playwright, Geoffrey Nauffts, about his 

play, writing process, and production experience. The most interesting part was when he 

talked about the play’s premiere—New York audiences had the exact opposite reaction 

compared to Baylor’s audiences. Nauffts said he received feedback that there was 

excessive evenhandedness in dealing with the Christian character. Many people, he recalls, 

thought Nauffts extended too much grace toward Christianity. Comparatively, these two 

negative reactions are interesting to note, although they seem to say more about the 

audiences than they do the play’s content. 

 
Conclusion 

 
Regardless of critical feedback, I believe that I led and directed the best show I was 

able to. I was excited to realize my artistic vision with thoughtful actors and a hard-working 

stage manager. Despite limitations on budget, time, resources, and crew, I sat in the 

audience during the final performance incredibly proud of what I was able to accomplish. 

The conversations that followed were just icing on the cake. 

While I’m not one to fixate on audience reaction or opinions, I had one conversation 

with a friend that encouraged me. He was wrestling with the portrayal of Christianity along 

with the play’s stance on homosexuality. We had an incredibly meaningful conversation 

about the play’s content and by the end, both of us had been edified and challenged by each 

other’s comments. In this conversation, ideas like ‘activating the conscious’, ‘enhancing 

the understanding’, and ‘sharpening the vision’ became fully realized for me. I hoped my 

production of Next Fall would do those things, but this conversation allowed them to 
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literally unfold before me. Even though we both still left with our differences in thought, 

Our reflective and thoughtful conversation encouraged me in knowing that these 

differences are not irreconcilable.  

I wanted to put on a show that had the potential to “sharpen the vision, quicken the 

intellect, preserve the memory, activate the conscience, enhance the understanding, and 

refresh the language.”1 After having this conversation with my friend, I know I 

accomplished that goal.  

 

  

                                                        
1 Turner, 78 
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APPENDIX 
 

Brief Abstracts of the Nine Plays 
 

 
Embracing 

 
 Embracing follows two friends and roommates, Ben and Traci. Both navigate their 

shifting relationship with faith as Ben journeys through the process of coming out as gay. 

 
Pertinent Characters  
 

• Ben – protagonist, Traci’s roommate, gay 

• Traci – antagonist, Ben’s roommate, conservative Christian 

 
Next Fall 

 
Next Fall’s main action takes place in a hospital. Luke is in a coma after having 

been in a car wreck. This leads those that care about him to gather together—some meeting 

for the first time. Interspersed with the action happening in the waiting room are flashbacks 

recounting the progression of Luke and Adam's five-year relationship. Both Luke and 

Adam in the flashbacks, and Luke’s parents in the present have trouble reconciling faith 

with a same-sex relationship. 

 
Pertinent Characters 
 

• Adam – protagonist, Luke’s boyfriend of five years, atheist 

• Luke – antagonist, in a coma, Adam’s boyfriend, Christian 

• Butch – Luke’s dad, conservative Christian 

• Arlene – Luke’s mom, conservative Christian 

• Holly – Friend of Adam and Luke 
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• Brandon – Friend of Luke’s, gay 

 
Love the Sinner 

 
Love the Sinner begins when Anglican clergy gather at an African conference 

determining whether or not to affirm homosexuality within the church. One member of 

conference, Michael, has sex with African hotel porter, Joseph, and almost is discovered. 

When Joseph comes to America seeking refuge, Michael doesn’t want to help him for fear 

of his secret coming out. Michael sticks Joseph in the basement of his church hoping his 

problem will go away.  

 
Pertinent Characters 
 

• Stephen – British Anglican clergyman 

• Daniel – British Anglican secretary 

• Michael – British Anglican layman 

• Joseph – young gay African hotel porter, British immigrant 

 
Passion Play 

 
Passion Play follows three different towns in different times and places as the 

community gathers together to perform a play depicting the Passion of Christ. The play is 

decisively separated into three segments: Part One in an English town during the 

Elizabethan era, Part Two in a German town set during Hitler’s regime, at Part Three in 

contemporary South Dakota. 

 
Corpus Christi 

 
 Corpus Christi begins with all the actors coming on stage and explaining that they 

are going to tell the story of Jesus in their own way. Their retelling takes place in Corpus 
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Christi Texas in the 1950s with Jesus, called Joshua, and his disciples as a group of gay 

men. Their storytelling progresses through Joshua’s birth and childhood, but mainly 

focuses on the calling of his disciples, ministry, and passion. 

 
Pertinent Characters 
 

• Joshua – Jesus 

• Phillip – prostitute with AIDS that Joshua calls to be his disciple 

 
Bare 

 
 Bare takes place at a Catholic high school where Peter and Jason try and hide their 

relationship. Peter is more comfortable with it than Jason and wants to start telling people. 

When Peter tells his mom and it doesn’t go over well, Sister Chantelle, one of the teachers 

at the high school, is there to comfort Peter. Jason tries to seek comfort with the Priest, 

finds none, and ultimately ends up killing himself. 

 
Pertinent Characters 
 

• Peter – Jason’s boyfriend 

• Jason – Peter’s boyfriend, kills himself 

• Sister Chantelle – teacher and nun 

• Priest – Father that Jason goes to for comfort  

 
High 

 
Father Delpapp assigns drug addict Cody to the care of Sister Connolly, much to 

her chagrin. Their partnership toward sobriety is rocky, but helpful for Cody. Ultimately, 

much to Sister Connolly’s devastation, Cody overdoses and dies. 
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Pertinent Characters 
 

• Cody – drug addict, gay 

• Sister Connolly – nun, acts as Cody’s sponsor 

• Father Delpapp – priest in charge of the church’s sobriety program  

 
Lilies 

 
Lilies begins with Bishop Bilodeau visiting Simon’s prison cell. The inmates act 

out the story of their childhood and what lead to his imprisonment. The story recounts that 

Bishop Bilodeau and Simon were part of a gay love triangle, and that the bishop was 

responsible for the death of Simon’s partner, Vallier de Tilly, many years ago. Since then, 

Bilodeau has passionately condemned homosexuality. 

 
Pertinent Characters 
 

• Bishop Bilodeau – Simon’s childhood friend, killed Vallier 

 
In Gabriel’s Kitchen 

 
 In Gabriel’s Kitchen centers on Gabriel coming to terms with his sexuality and 

eventually telling his family. They do not take it well and ultimately Gabriel ends up 

committing suicide. 

 
Pertinent Characters 
 

• Gabriel – coming to terms with his sexuality 

• Concetta – Gabriel’s mother, Catholic 

• Marco – Gabriel’s brother, Catholic 
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